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Abstract
Mei Lan-fang was the most well-known Beijing Opera practitioner specializing in
the impersonation of historical and mythological female characters. The captivating
performance style is known as “The School of Mei”1 which balances the external stage
presence and internal precision and attends to the minutiae. His performances were
drawn predominantly from the classic repertoire and they have won him the position
that “no other Chinese actor attained and retained” (Scott ii). Despite the general
perception of Mei’s contribution to the emancipation of women through his work and
his self-assertion of sympathy towards their su ering, the underlying motivation may
not be as simple and honorable. Assessing the artist through his performance
repository, his working process, and his personal life, the author of the paper is
profoundly disturbed by the antithesis and paradox manifested through his stance on
feminism. Consciously or subconsciously, Mei Lan-fang is very particular about the
role types and the selection of his repertoire. This renowned female impersonator
exhibited a clear predilection for depicting the “ideal women”. He either purposefully
eschewed female characters of questionable reputations and vicious qualities or
reinvested them as females of impeccable virtue. Furthermore, Mei Lan-fang had no
tolerance for blemishes in either temperament or comportment for his parts, submitting
to neither the truthful ethos nor veritable historical presence. Through constant
re nement in the years of continuous revival, Mei Lan-fang resculpted the gurines into
national inamoratas with outstanding beauty, whim, and virtues. These glamourized
puppets and their sweeping international in uence consolidate his egoistic
misinterpretation of oriental feminity and come to be celebrated as live scriptures for
daughters, wives, and mothers. Mei Lan-fang’s insistence on patriarchal dominance
evinced through polygamy, his ill-fated wives, and deliberate avoidance of their
contribution con rms superiority at play and exploitation at the heart, which overthrows
the false advocacy of fair treatment and gender equality.
The paper is divided into ve parts organized under the title of the phenomenal
female impersonator, the problematic plays, the beati ed royal consort, the miserable
wives, and the regenerative exposure. The rst section provides background
information about Mei Lan-fang’s life and practice. The second section explores and
categorizes scripts in which Mei made frequent reappearances on stage. The third
section uses The Drunken Beauty as a case study to investigate the measures Mei
applied for recon guration. The fourth section switches the lens to Mei Lan-fang’s
family life, centering around his concurrent marriage to Wang Ming-hua, Fu Zhi-fang,
The School of Mei 梅派 tops the four most prominent schools in Dan acting. It has been
established in the previous century and is considered the highest aesthetic standard of Beijing
Opera female impersonation (Lin). It is distinguished by an organic approach to preconceived
comportment through psychological inhabitation to enliven the choreographed movements.
The training is heavily invested in the cultivation of the Four Arts “四功” of singing 唱, speaking
念, dance-like movement 做, and martial arts 打; and the Five Measures “五法” that address
the use of hands ⼿, eyes 眼, body身, stage walk 步, and the principles of practice 法 that
culminates in the “indescribable charm through graceful bearing” 神韵.
1
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and Meng Xiao-dong. The last section summarizes the study by reevaluating Mei’s
artistic praxis and initiating the discussion on the ill-suited application and adverse
outcome.

The Phenomenal Female Impersonator
Mei Lan-fang was born in Beijing in 1894 into a theater family. His grandfather
Mei Qiao-ling 梅巧玲 was an established Dan2 actor and one of the thirteen theater
practitioners who consolidated the foundation of Beijing Opera during the reign of
Emperor Tongzhi and emperor Guangxu3 (Xu 19). Mei Qiao-ling had two sons. Mei Lanfang’s uncle Mei Yu-tian 梅⾬⽥ was an exceptional musician who excelled in all
accompaniment instruments for the stage and his father Mei Zhu-fen 梅⽵芬 took the
torch from Mei Qiao-ling and became the second generation female impersonator of
Mei family (Mei, S and Mei, W, 14).
According to an excerpt from his autobiography, Mei Lan-fang’s professional
development has been outlined into three phases—initial training, modernist
experiments, and foreign visits that culminate in signature performances and a
distinctive style hailed by appraisers across geographical and cultural boundaries (Mei,
S and Mei, W, 13). Mei Lan-fang was initiated into the trade at an early age. His o cial
coaching started at nine and made his debut at the age of eleven in the Kun Opera
Palace of Eternity ⻓⽣殿 as the weaving maiden (Mei, S and Mei, W, 28, 55.) He was a
voracious and diligent learner who bene ted from the teaching of many masters of
di erent disciplines within the role category4, emphasizing but not restricted to the
imitation of famous scenarios staring young maidens, stately women, and female
warriors. Mei Lan-fang was also scrupulously trained in stage combats and trodding on
stilts. At the same time, he explored the miscellaneous Dan characters of traditional
Kun opera, sampled widely from watching his teachers and contemporary performers,
and incorporated new movements abstracted from observation of everyday
occurrences. In the two decades from the 1910s to 1920s, Mei Lan-fang embarked on
Dan actors 旦⻆ are actors who specialize in female roles. Classic Beijing Opera developed
upon an intricate stock character system with all roles grouped into four main categories, the
male roles ⽣, the female roles 旦, the painted face 净, and the comic roles 丑.
2

The notion came from a collective stage portraited The Thirteen Unrivaled Operatic
Performers in the Reign of Emperor Tongzhi and Guangxu 同光⼗三绝, rendered by a late Qing
painter Sheng Rong-pu 沈容圃. It captures the most skillful actors of di erent categories
costumed in their representative roles from 1862 to 1908. Though the anthology lacks the
practioner of comic roles, the picture has been treated as an important visual material re ective
of the performance of that time. The painting is currently in the archive of Mei Lan-fang
Memorial Museum in Beijing ( Xu 19).
3

Dan or female roles are further divided into six sub-categories, including the stately women ⻘
⾐, the young maidens 花旦, unmarried girls 闺⻔旦, female warriors 武旦, tri ing women 彩旦,
and elderly women ⽼旦 (Moy 9). Yet there have been disagreements from di erent schools of
practice on the exact subdivisions.
4
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a period of trials in response to the call for reform and the demand for a new theater
that speaks to its time and people. According to the distinctiveness of directorial
concepts, Mei Lan-fang and his collaborators categorized these attempts as
“Contemporarily Attired New Plays5” and “Traditionally Attired New Plays”6 that both
endowed enthusiastic reception and heated discussion. However, due to the limitation
of the “New Plays” and preponderate technical and stylistic incompatibility
demonstrated through the transfusion, Mei Lan-fang turned back to the classic
repertoire and dedicated the rest of his life to the rejuvenation and re nement of classic
Beijing Opera ( LF, About Mei Lanfang (Part 1)).
Mei Lan-fang and his colleagues made several tours around the world, bringing
to other countries the recognition and appreciation of the Beijing Opera. He visited
Japan three times—as an ambassador of culture and in 1956 as the plenipotentiary of
peace after the Second World War (Mei, S, and Mei, W, 183-191). From 1929 to 1930,
Mei Lan-fang stayed in the United States for six months. His Broadway debut and
subsequent performances astounded America and Mei received two honorary
doctorates along with numerous distinctions for his seventy-two exemplary
performances (Codson 185). Nonetheless, it was Mei Lan-fang’s 1935 tour of the
Soviet Union that made a serious impact on the West, where he was “seen by such
luminaries like Stanislavsky, Meyerhold, Piscator, Brecht, Craig, Tairov, Tretyakov,
Eisenstein” and all acknowledged “the in uence of Mei on their thinking” (Codson 183).
Reciprocally, discourse and acquaintance with giants from the performance industry of
the Western sphere further informed Mei Lan-fang’s art. Despite his love for the theater
and unceasing e ort to convey culture and bridge communication, during the SinoJapanese War, Mei Lan-fang withdrew from all engagement in the theatrical sphere
from 1937 to 1943 and let his beard grow as a silent protest against the imperialist
invasion (Mei, S, and Mei, W, 218-222).

The Problematic Plays
What is astounding about Mei Lan-fang is his precision in characterization that
brings female roles of di erent stations, age groups, and attributes to vivid
manifestation across the broad range of historical plays, religious plays, domestic

“Contemporarily Attired New Plays”, noted as 时装新戏 in Chinese, was a set of adaptations
of present day stories. These plays took a less symbolic approach that strived at believability of
transporting “a slice of life” to the stage through realistic scenery, naturalistic costumes, lifelike gestures and movements, and prioritizing spoken language in lieu of singing. Its function as
social commentary is the most notable characteristic of “Contemporarily Attired New Plays”
(LF, About Mei Lanfang (Part 1)).
5

“Traditionally Attired New Plays”, noted as 古装新戏 in Chinese, aroused less sensation than
its twin sister. These plays took inspiration from traditional sources such as antique paintings,
historical accounts, ction, tales, and folklores and manifested through re-imagination of old
scenarios or crafting of new plots that were capable of carrying the Beijing opera conventions. (
Mei, S and Mei, W 105-126).
6
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plays, mythological plays, and ctional plays7, with a rough estimate of over four
hundred in number (Zhao). According to performance reports from the Republic era
and the extant catalogs, one-fourth had been repeatedly brought back to the stage.
Amongst which the most illustrious ones are Farewell, My Concubine 《霸王别姬》,
The Drunken Beauty 《贵妃醉酒》, Heavenly Maiden Scatters Flowers 《天⼥散花》, A
Nun’s Nostalgia 《思凡》, Sword of the Universe 《宇宙锋》, A Strand of Thread 《⼀
缕麻》, Killing the Tiger General 《刺⻁》, The River Goddess 《洛神》, Fleeting to the
Moon 《嫦娥奔⽉》, The Auspicious Hour 《佳期》, The Triumphant Match-maker 《拷
红》, Fan Fairs 《千⾦⼀笑》along with others.
Whether or not intentional, the multitude of plays is exceptionally about the
meritorious women of incorruptible nature that relent solely to the male that possesses
her heart or person.
Farewell, My Concubine takes place during the struggle of Chu and Han.
Native songs are heard from the opposing camp. Suspecting the enemy has taken their
homeland and vanquished the people, Lord Xiang calculates the remnant of his
entourage and discovers he is doomed to the fall. To console her lord, Lady Yu
composes herself and performed a sword dance that never failed to delight the lord.
Singing encouragement to revive his spirits, Lady Yu secretly wipes away her tears, so
as not to cause Lord Xiang further distress. Messengers rush in with the grave news of
being attacked from all sides, to release him from concerns for her safety, Lady Yu
diverts Lord Xiang’s attention, grabs the blade, and slides it over her throat. The heroic
woman dies gazing at the man she loves ( Moy 14,15). In this story, Mei had the lord
taking precedence in all aspects over the piteous woman, upholding his complete rule
over her thoughts, her emotions, and her person. The a ective singing and thrilling
choreography misled the audience into false comprehension of the total submission of
selfhood and unnecessary sacri ces as the expression of a ection and acts of nobility,
blatantly endowing the long hold imperialist tradition of man being the center, and man
being the measure. What’s most perturbing is Mei Lan-fang’s dramatic highlight placed
on voluntary oblation. Despite Lord Xiang’s persistent rebu , Lady Yu ghts to grab the
weapon and with tricks and cunning, nally succeeds in suicide. She is not ordered to
do so, nor threatened by violence. The message is an ideal woman should always have
the readiness to pursue what is believed in the best interest of the man. This alertness
and sentience may override the man’s approval.
Another exemplary historical play also shares the upsetting male-female
relationship. The Drunken Beauty is set in eighth-century Chang’an. The story
Historical plays generally refer to stories featuring historical personnel in plausible if not a
hundred percent accurate circumstance that re ects factual happenstance. Religious plays are
adaptations of teachings of faith or set in a monastic background with major con icts centering
on the divine conviction. Domestic plays are scripts revolving around family relationships such
as parents and children, master and his multiple mistresses that radiate further beyond the
bond between man and wife. Mythological plays are iterations of legendary accounts and folk
tales of cultural signi cance. Fictional plays are reconstructions of famous novels and
renowned scripts of other operatic genres mostly loyal to the sampled romance. The system of
classi cation is developed by the author of the paper to assist dramaturgical analysis in
absence of an o cial categorization.
7
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features Yang Yu-huan, the prized consort of Emperor Xuanzong of Tang. The popular
playlet assumes an extremely concise plot halved into two scenes. In between the
scenes, the heroine takes an exit to change costume, while Pei Li-shi and Gao Li-shi
move pots of owers to decorate the space. The son of heaven engaged the prized
consort Yang the previous day to banquet at the pavilion of a hundred blossoms. Yet
not only does the royal lover forsake his word but goes to the West Palace where her
rival Lady Mei resides. To cheer up her spirit, the entourage brought in asks of wine
which the prized consort pours down one cup after another until she could hardly
manage the steps. Loosened up by intoxication, the prized consort becomes childlike
and indulges in doleful playfulness that set the attendants on their knees. Having
exhausted herself, the drunken beauty returns to her abode to sleep o the destitute
and wounded pride. Though Mei Lan-fang claims “ to unveil the authentic feelings of
the subjugated women of the palace” being core to the performance, the play
nonetheless enraptures in the pain and su ering of the prisoner of the royal residence
(Mei, L, “Autobiography”, 493). Pleasing is the disappointment and anguish of her
grace, the scenario is rather taken as a romanticized way of living. The bewitching
sceneries, vivacious costumes, along with Mei Lan-fang’s digni ed bearing reframe the
acerbity of neglect and desertion to the mellowing bitterness of co ee, cajoling
admiration, and the urge to imitate instead of repulsion and denunciation. How she
bears the breached commitment through the poeticized grievance and winsome little
contrivances again makes mistreating a wife, being mistreated, and witnessing a wife
being mistreated a commendable experience. Mei Lan-fang’s assiduous attentiveness
turned the skit into an aesthetic recommendation. Instead of sympathizing with and
questioning the heroine’s cowardly resignation and compensatory assuagement, Mei
established the victim of unquestioned submission as the paragon of wedded females,
and how she handles the situation as guidance for the other half of the sexes. While
men may take joy whenever, whatever, however they please, women of taste and
endorsing upbringing shall always be forbearing and forgiving.
Some may argue historical plays need to observe the command of the actual
happenstance and respective convention and the o ensive messages could have been
the limitation of its time rather than the master’s deliberate execution. Yet rst of all,
chronicled accurateness is never the concern of Beijing Opera, nor Mei Lan-fang as an
individual practitioner. To Mei Lan-fang and his creative team, the past was one source
of inspiration. Both plays have signi cantly recon gured the historical events as well as
the historical gures. According to Records of the Grand Historian 《史记》8 complied
by Western Han dynasty historian Sima Qian 司⻢迁, in the Basic Annal of Xiang Yu

Records of the Grand Historian is a monumental history of ancient China, “covering around
2500 years from the age of the legendary Yellow Emperor to the reign of Emperor Wu of Han”.
The book was completed around 94 BC and regarded as a “foundational text in Chinese
civilization”. Instead of chronological historiography, the book was a categorized anthology of
annals of prominent rulers, events and timelines, treaties, accounts of hereditary houses, and
ranked biographies of outstanding individuals ( “ Record of the Grand Historian.”, “ The
Records of the Grand Historian.” )
8
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9《项⽻本纪》,

Lady Yu’s relationship to Lord Xiang and her presence at the battle
were con rmed (Ning). Yet there was no mention of her demise after their farewell
words (Ning). Instead, it was Lord Xiang who committed suicide out of desperation
(Ning). The historical prized consort Yang was of neither of a decent origin nor a
subservient disposition. According to The New Book of Tang 《新唐书》10, Yang Yuhuan was the wife of Lord Shou and Xuanzong’s daughter-in-law. The obsessed
emperor Xuanzong stealthily arranged for Yang Yu-huan to be a Taoist nun and
speedily made her a concubine ( Ouyang et al). Far from chastity, the lady herself was
known for her luxurious lifestyle and as the paragon of sensuality. Moreover, the prized
consort was not at all a meek one. The Old Book of Tang 《旧唐书》11 recorded two
instances of the prized consort being sent away by emperor Xuanzong because the
implacable woman openly de ed the will of his majesty (Liu et al). Missing her so, the
son of heaven had to initiate reconciliation and deliver precious presents to regain her
favor (Liu et al). Reviving the historical gures was not the intrigue behind Mei’s
adaptations. Secondly, even if Mei Lan-fang had a predilection for palace ladies of the
Han and Tang period, for commercial reasons, the more renowned and controversial
personnel such as empress Lü of Han who frightened her son into insanity by brutally
mutilating a previous competitor and Imperatrix Wu of Zhou, the only legitimate female
sovereign in the three thousand years of documented Chinese history would be
stronger choices. If principled morality was the focus, then the rst known female
Chinese historian Ban Zhao and the Empress Zhangsun of Tang, the respective authors
of Commentary on the Historical Women 《⼥则》 and Women’s Precepts 《⼥诫》
would be more be tting archetypes. However, Mei Lan-fang doggedly pursued a very
speci c direction of selection and revision that accentuated females of not individuality
but malleability, not integrity but sacri ce through the acclimatized lens of not the
generic patriarch dominion but a single male bene ciary. The immanent hegemony is
also manifested in plays of other categories.
Heavenly Maiden Scatters Flowers is based on the Buddhist story of Guatama
Buddha dispatching the heavenly maiden to scatter owers during a lecture from a
devout priest Vimalakirti to his disciples. As a form of test, the petals will not cling to
the sleeves of those who are truly relieved from the desires of earthly existence. The
play pinnacles in two scenes. “The Road of Clouds 云路” depicts the digni ed
messenger and ethereal sceneries along her journey with songs introducing the
9

Xiang Yu, Lord Xiang.

The New Book of Tang is a work of o cial history compiled by a group of scholars of the
Song Dynasty decreed by Emperor Renzong of Song who believed The Old Book of Tang was
lacking clarity and organization. The book was completed in 1060 BC and it registers important
events of the Tang Dynasty in ten volumes and 225 chapters (“ New Book of Tang.” ).
10

Being one of the Twenty-Four Histories, The Old Book of Tang is the rst classic historical
work of the Tang Dynasty comprised of two hundred volumes under the category of annals,
treaties, and relevant biographies of royal personage during the Five Dynasties and Ten
kingdoms period. It was superseded by The New Book of Tang, yet now both are used as
authority references of Tang history ( “Old Book of Tang.”).
11
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Buddhistic deities, demi-gods, and spirits. “The Scattering of Flowers 散花” is another
set of sung poems followed by choreographies of long silken streamers when the
heavenly maiden performs the order and announces her return to the Western Paradise
(Moy 37). This play is troubling in three aspects in addition to being repetitive and
monotonous. First of all, Mei Lan-fang’s choice of costume and demeanor alienate the
story from the religious context. According to his autobiography, the play was
conceived through The Teaching of Vimalakirti 《维摩演教图》painted by Li Gong-lin in
Song Dynasty along with consultation with images of ying apsaras on Dunhuang
murals (Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 901). Unlike Mei Lan-fang’s rendition, the oating
goddesses are scarcely clad under patches of light fabric with most of the upper body
revealed. Though Li’s depiction is the most conservative, the exposure of the neck and
front chest is still suggestive of sultriness (Mei, S and Mei, W, 118). Moreover, the
presence of the heavenly maiden must be able to su ce for at least a degree of
eroticism which is di erent from unblended admiration of beauty amongst the pupils to
trial their state of puri cation. Yet Mei Lan-fang was bundled up in layers from head to
foot and on his face hung only a bearly discernable smile. Rather than sensually
enchanting, everything about the character was acerbic and inviolable. To followers of
Buddhism, it is not the temptation but the propensity to be tempted that one shall
uproot utterly. The true state of nirvana or salvation is even being face to face with
Helen of Troy, there won’t be a stir in the mind. The conviction is well bespoken through
a prevailing anecdote of a young apprentice questioning the appropriateness of an old
monk carrying a maiden across the river. Placidly, the mentor answers back to his
student, “ I have put her down at the other side of the stream, yet I can see you are still
carrying her on your mind.” In the elderly man’s eye, she is a being that needs help. To
the boy’s senses, she is a woman that incurs gossip. The enticement of the heavenly
maiden that Mei Lan-fang expunged is the prerequisite of the teaching. His redesign of
a luxurious habit compiled of multitudes of precious bird feathers12 further evinces
Mei’s curtailment of female sexuality was neither religious observance nor being
respectful of women’s modesty, but a nervous protectiveness against the sharing of the
private property of the man, whether she is his wife, his subject, or his art motif (Mei, L,
“Autobiography.” 905). Secondly, Mei Lan-fang espoused the passive delegates whose
ful llment is making the career of the man the meaning of her existence as the saintly
and seraphic woman. She is not politely asked, but ordered to conduct business he
considered too trivial to exert himself. She has to be beautifully dressed yet hold up to
a cool indi erence so as not to let him lose face while not drawing unnecessary
attention ( Mei, S and Mei, W, 119, 120). She has to be a diligent executor but not
question the necessity or legitimacy of the tasks. She has to travel promptly and report
back promptly on how the project goes so he won’t stress. She thinks but his thoughts,
she sings but his language. Yet, instead of an all-inclusive denomination, she doesn’t
even have a name, and most abominably, she is only one of the many derivatives of his
Originally, Mei Lan-fang adopted real peacock plumage for the decorative cape 云肩 and
petit waist skirt ⼩腰裙 of the heavenly maiden. Since the stage looks did not su ce for
splendor and lavishness and were di cult to maneuver, it was later replaced by embroidered
patterns (Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 905).
12
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entourage that can be easily replaced and readily discarded. Thirdly, the play might be
read as an indication of the female’s inadequacy to enlighten and her dependency on
male sponsorship. Compared to the popularity of the heavenly maiden, Guanyin, the
feminized Avalokitesvara Buddhisattva was a more well-received and well-esteemed
religious guardian of the Chinese ever since Tang Dynasty (Pham). Many of her stories
as the individual patron and direct initiator to the people’s attainment of spiritual goals
would lend neatly to a stage plot, while the heavenly maiden has to be endowed by a
male upholder to perform pious duties. Though the alternative may not be as strong a
declaration of o ense, neither would the choice be regarded as in support of Mei’s
case.
A Nun’s Nostalgia is even more starling a case for the message the story tries
to impart. A Nun’s Nostalgia is adapted from the rst scene of Kun Opera The Account
of Disturbing Seas 《孽海记》(Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 643). Being a one-woman
show, it begins with the teenage girl Zhao Se-kong murmuring her sorrow of being
given to the monastery since childhood. Instead of joining in wedlock with a worthy
youth, she is forever doomed to the repetition of Buddhist amens and the humdrum
religious routines. To relieve the heaviness of her heart, Se-kong leaves the chamber
and strolls into the Hall of the Arhats where she pantomimes the gestures of the
statues with more songs contemplating the blissfulness of married life. Depression
vanishes from her face as the young lady determines to abjure the dreadful convent
and seek the boy to whom her a ections are engaged. Ebullient with hope, Se-king
steals out of the temple, descends the hill, and disappears into the world that she
craves (Moy 26). Mei Lan-fang viewed the project as a caution to inconsiderate
parents who casually cede the guardians’ responsibility to institutions of faith
regardless of the children’s will and wellbeing (Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 644). On the
surface, it seems as if the de ant character Zhao Se-kong represents the humanistic
call, the irrepressible spirit, and the active force against the unjusti ed authority of
religion and parenthood. Indeed, the heroine assumes an upbeat agency and a
machevalian noncompliance which are uncommon attributes of the strati ed Chinese
society. Yet a holistic approach to the plot divulges the latent charge of unadulterated
toxicity. In Mei’s rendition, Zhao Se-kong is extremely comely. The luster of her black
hair13, the slender gure, and the smoothness of her skin indicate that Se-king is in
sublime health. Also, the young woman’s ability to travel freely inside and outside of the
monastic walls proves she has been treated fair. Despite boredom and yearning for
companionship, there are no other items that she nds herself eligible of complaining
about. Furthermore, the lyrics reveal the sixteen years old lass’s residence in the
mountain is not abandonment but the genuine wish of devotee parents who believe in
faith and abstinence will relieve the daughter from persistent illnesses (Mei, L,
“Autobiography.” 646, 647). Handsome as he is, the man to whom Se-kong is drawn
tremendously is of suspicious reputation. Like reverend sisters of Christianity, Se-kong,
as a woman of faith is bonded by oath and forbidden from tri ing with. Buddhist nuns
are dressed distinctively and easily identi able. A decent man would shun unnecessary
To accentuate her natural attractiveness, Mei Lan-fang wore a lush wig and changed the
lyrics that indicated Zhao Se-kong is a nun with her full scalp shaved (Mei, L, “Autobiography.”
646, 647).
13
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contact, not to mention throwing “meaningful glances” (Moy 26). If it is indeed a rst
sight love or soul mate connection, he, being a male of responsibility and honor, would
come and seek her, con rming her will and wed her after the secularization14 ceremony
and defrock from religious duties. While Mei Lan-fang would have the inexperienced
heroine cast aside her province and providence with not a thought of the dire
consequence for the parents, the sisters, and herself to plunge into the dangerous
world blindly searching for a man with whom she switches no words, no objects, but
gaze. It is not too demanding a task to locate a vihara of the region and inquire about
the occupants. Yet, without the assistance of providence, for an eloping woman that
hunting a random man out of hundreds of thousands is a destined failure. With or
without success, with her magnetic features, romantic disposition, and hopeless
naivety, the poor woman is doomed to gloomy prospects. Yet neither the scandalous
demeanor nor the tragic fate was Mei Lan-fang’s concern. What excited him was the
mental picture of the woman’s total submission to a single male who rules over the
complete domain of her reasons and emotions. Mei Lan-fang drastically tweaked the
original Kun opera that is free from sexist insinuation and imbued with humanistic
essence in which Se-kong’s depart is inspired by a natural longing for release with no
speci c object of interest in mind and on her way unites with a quitting young monk
who sharing identical valor and conviction ( “The Account of Disturbing Seas.”). In Mei
Lan-fang’s iteration of Se-kong emerges the exasperating de nition of his ideal woman
that’s immensely traumatic from the feminist stance. She could be ungrateful to the
well-meaning chaperons. She could be atrocious against social conventions. She could
be blasphemous to the religious order as long as she answers, and answers solely to
the man.
Mei Lan-fang’s domestic plays were also twirling along the same pole. Sword
of the Universe was the play Mei Lan-fang favored most, devoted the most time to
perfect, and the most demanding of all scripts (Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 382). The full
script is four hours long and Mei Lan-fang selected the two climactic scenes The
Appeal of Exoneration 《修本》and Upsetting the Palace 《装疯》for the majority of
his performances (Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 381). Out of ill feelings, prime minister Zhao
Gao lays the blame upon his in-laws by stealing the sword of the universe under their
custody and exposing the weapon in a failed assassination of the emperor. Before the
outraged overlord imprisoned the whole Kuang family, Zhao Gao’s daughter Zhao Yanrong smuggles out her husband disguised as a distant relative and reports to the father
that her very own eyes witnessed his demise. Zhao Yan-rong catches the sovereign’s
fancy. He summons Zhao Gao and demands the beauty be sent to his residence. Zhao
Yan-rong feigns madness and preserves herself from the frightful fate of being made
into a royal concubine ( Mei, L, “1955 Sword of the Universe.” 1:36-2:56 ). Again, by
giving prominence to unconditional loyalty to the husband, Mei Lan-fang crippled the
Secularize 还俗 is a Buddhist practice by which monks and nuns resume their terrestrial
identity and are no longer bound by strict religious canon. The Sanskrit word uppabbajjita
means “to exit the order”. Originally, the term is used to refer to defrocked members due to
violation of precepts. Later it also includes voluntary withdrawals and compulsory
denouncement. Bhikku, the male ordained members can secularize and reregister seven times
while there is only one allowance for bhikkhuni, their female counterparts ( “Secularize.” )
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logical congruity of the plot and made the unprincipled and lawless woman an epitome
of merits.To Mei’s Zhao Yan-rong, there is no appropriateness or inappropriateness, no
right or wrong, and no morality or immorality. For her, not so much so about how she
has been treated but people’s respect for the husband count as the single criterion that
determines whether they are friends or enemies. When Zhao Gao agrees to help to
entreat the ruler on account of the Kuang family, she bows to him with gratefulness.
Then receiving the consent of the son of heaven, she praises his discernment and
uprightness. One minute later, when their intention of taking her as an imperial bride is
made known, she screams at the father, chides him as a shameless wrongdoer and
pathetic sycophant; and scolds the monarch as an “absurd and salacious reprobate”.
Judging by the proposal alone, the men’s conduct is blameless for they believe Yanrong is widowed. To preserve her wholesomeness, Zhao Yan-rong takes her actions to
a degree of shocking indecency. She fakes lunacy by addressing Zhao Gao as her son,
throwing her sleeves into his face, grabbing his chin, and plucking his beard. Then she
tantalizingly harasses the old man and entices him to bed with her. Later in court, Yanrong pushes her father around as if he is a squeezing ball, and laughs at him as a dumb
fool. It is understood for the trick to work, the lady has to strive for plausibility. Yet she
has not truly lost her mind, but only pretending to be so. What to do and how to do is
determined by the subject’s moral agency. One might steal to ll the stomach, but one
would not kill unless out of absolute necessity. She could have shamed sickness,
pregnancy, or destroyed her good looks, and there are also many other ways to
impersonate derangements, such as loss of intellect, recession to infantile states,
possession of evil spirits, animalistic metamorphosis, and being grotesque and
appalling. If executed adroitly, all of which can successfully quench the unwelcome
desire. Furthermore, the lengthy, rationed, and exceptionally o ensive condemnation
Yan-rong piled onto the crown could easily get her full family into irremediable
situations, yet she prioritizes avenging her husband’s household to the safekeeping of
her kindreds of blood. The scenes conclude with the disgruntled master punishing
Zhao Gao on his daughter’s account while Yan-rong laments the unknown date of
reunion with her husband. Mei Lan-fang was never a man that’s shackled by the
prescription of the original score. He would speedily revise whatever protrudes out of
the creative vision. The acting and directorial choices that highlight a wife’s delity to
the husband to a startling extent can only be comprehended as purposeful. It’s
dumbfounding to have Zhao Gao and the reign comply with Yan-rong’s plea to pardon
the Kuang’s “infraction” in the rst place. It is unusual for a seasoned politician to
wreck his conspiracy and a vindictive sovereign to forsake executing men who aim at
his life at the supplication of the criminal’s wife. The only possible stretch is the lady
being extraordinarily fair that the calculation of the previous upon the wantonness of
the latter propels the assent to Yan-rong’s wishes, with her gorgeousness being an
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Before the dumb maidservant makes her realize hysteria could be a way out, Zhao Yan-rong
declares even if they are to have her beheaded, she would not approve of the o er ( Mei, L,
“1955 Sword of the Universe.” 18:14-18:32). Historically, suicide and self-dis gurement were
common amongst Chinese females to evade being forced into nonconsensual partnerships, so
as to exempt their family from the direct confrontation with the pressuring forces, put a
permanent stop to the importunity, and as an individual act not to in ict resentment on their
kindred. Though from today’s perspective the acts are stupid and unconstructive, these
measures have been long considered glorious and heroic in a society founded on unjusti ed
doctrines instead of on its people.
15
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indispensable proportion of the transaction. Moreover, Yan-rong is settled not to die15
or immutably distort her features and looking to return to the service of her husband.
While he is still alive, she being his person would have no right to debase her beauty
which is part of his property. These details further illustrate Mei Lan-fang’s stance on a
woman’s worthiness being tightly interwoven with her physical attractiveness which
shall be, and shall only be exploited in service of the husband.Thirdly, Yan-rong does
not have the foreknowledge of the Kuang family’s innocence yet she would push
against the constitution and justice to rescue the sinners and excuse them from
receiving deserving consequences. What’s being learned from Mei Lan-fang’s storytelling is a laudable woman should be willing to topple ethics and discard orders. No
matter how ghastly she behaves, the only thing needed to legitimatize her undertakings
is her loyalty to the man. This play might have been read as liberating if the husband
gure is removed.
A Strand of Thread is one of Mei Lan-fang’s ve “contemporarily attired new
plays”, a domestic play with a tragic end. Miss Lin and Mister Qian were betrothed by
their parents before the couple was born. Miss Lin is utterly distressed discovering
from her maidservant that the young man is demented. Mister Qian comes to pay his
respect when his prospective mother-in-law passed away and his queer conduct has
made him a huge laughing stock. Miss Lin refuses to be carried away when the
wedding carriage arrives despite the father’s coaxing and entreating. He makes use of
her dead mother and threatens to abandon society that nally she gives in. The bride
catches diphtheria and falls gravely sick on the wedding night. No one dares to come
close in fear of infection except the half-witted husband who sits by the bedside and
takes care of the patient day and night. Miss Lin, now Ms. Qian slowly recovers. Yet
when she opens her eyes, the unfortunate lady learns that Mister Qian died from the
contagious disease. Remorsefully, she plunges the sharp points of scissors into her
throat to repay his kindness (Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 554). According to Mei Lan-fang,
the purpose of this play is to critique the sickly practice of family-arranged conjugal
bonds against the children’s will and to warn the community about the detrimental
consequences (Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 553.) The argument is the heartening moment
of the caring groom and his expiration on Miss Lin’s behalf substantially weakens the
setup of the two being wrongly matched with no promise of happiness together if
discounting the unexpected a iction. Miss Lin would have enjoyed more comfortable a
family life compared to her contemporaries. Mister Qian’s condition makes it unlikely

for him to keep taking additional women16 into the household and his parents could
have been grateful for her devotion and not as insistent on pursuing the frightful
archetypical in-law relationship17. Following the logic, what A Strand of Thread put
forward to the audience is “the parents know best” and “disobedience leads to
demise”, with diphtheria which takes away Mister Qian’s life as the penalty out of
divine wrath. Having her husband killed directly after the ceremony, the young woman
is branded as inauspicious and ill-omened. As both a curse and a disgrace, whether
she remains with his parents or returns home there is no possibility Ms. Qian is to be
received positively. Being a country in an epoch that’s dominated by superstitions, no
respectable family will ever take the widow and risk their sons. The orthodox belief will
not have the case as an unfortunate coincidence but exalting the su ering as what she
must pay for her misdeed. Mei Lan-fang had contemplated whether the piteous woman
should embrace her demise. To his point, the denouement of towing on in misery
would be more unfeeling and ending while the oblation of blood could potentially
provoke the auditorium to execrate the outdated traditions (Mei, S and Mei, W, 94).
What he did not say but expressed implicitly about the overpowering nal exit was it
also redeems the wretched soul as an honorable woman that willfully follows her
husband to the underworld, the only person she as a woman can truly depend on. As
previously mentioned, if the aim is indeed upholding a theatrical campaign against the
old ways, the most e cacious correlation would be straightforward conformitycalamity or de ance-blissfulness mode—the daughter marries along with her father’s
wish and falls into the hands of an abhorrent husband or she observes her own will and
lives a joyous life. The depiction of the tender husband cancels out the questioning and
redirects the discussion to the daughter-father and wife-husband a liation and as to
which kinship ties females should prioritize. By juxtaposing the persecuting father and
the sel ess husband, Mei Lan-fang made it clear to whom a woman shall surrender.
Whether he says so or not, the unuttered dispatch is really against discrimination of
less able-bodied men as prospective husbands and compliance with the father as the
competing male gure of authority. The lesson is well understood that an impaired

Historically, “ One husband, one wife, and multiple concubines ⼀夫⼀妻多妾制” has been
the standard matrimonial custom in China. In 1912, the Republic of China outlawed polygamy.
Yet it was until the1950s, the whole country truly began to adopt monogamy as the only legal
practice (“Polygamy.” )
16

Typically, married sons live with their parents. According to the rule“Men rule out, women
rule in 男主外，⼥主内”, the bride is treated as the successor of the mother-in-law in domestic
a airs, and the elderly lady has ultimate power over her “training” which extends from serving
the superiors, catering to the husband, child-rearing and sometimes management of nance
and correspondences with parallel branches of the lineage. Measures are easily taken to
extremes to cultivate her subservience that the young wives are constantly laboring, usually
deprived of the freedom to leave the house, and sometimes put on a strict schedule. It is
common to be physically punished for having an attitude or making minor mistakes. The
exceptions to the consensus are made for women coming in from a signi cantly higher
economic and social status or the husband's intervention. In Miss Lin’s case, Mister Qian is
surely to stand by her as he already disobeys the parents’ authority to be her caretaker.
17
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husband is ten thousand times more deserving than a father that would give a
daughter to an impaired husband for sake of his ego18.
A third play that could be loosely classi ed into the same category is Killing the
Tiger General as the play is founded on the complicated family relationship of the
royal household of the last emperor of Ming.19 Killing the Tiger General is a revenge
play featuring a courageous court woman who turns into a prepossessing female
assassin. When the enemies occupy the capital, the desperate emperor Chongzhen
hanged himself. Fei Zhen-e, the lady in waiting for the princess disguises herself as the
royal maiden aiming to slaughter the head of the rebels Li Zi-cheng. Yet she is given to
the Tiger General Li Guo to marry. On the wedding night, Zhen-e intoxicates Li Guo
with wine. Zhen-e persuades Li to dissipate the attendants and to take o his heavy
armor for the intimate moment. Alone with the drunken man, the lady thrusts a dagger
into his chest. The hysteric woman stabs the dead body again and again while
groaning over the gods’ unfairness of letting slip the primary o ender. She silences the
frightened entourage, proudly announces her name and motivation, diverts their
attention, and slices her own throat ( Moy 26, 27). Fei Zhen-e is one of the imperial
concubines whom the empress has chosen to attend to the princess. The demise of
the sovereign household liberates her from previous a liations. Being a woman of
staggering beauty and uncanny coolness, the chaos present in front of Zhen-e dangers
as well as chances. Yet, Zhen-e neither attempts to eet nor to advance her standing.
She is determined to die, to die in faith, and to die of service to her late husband by
taking the life of his persecutor. Some may argue that Zhen-e’s decision is more so
patriotic than romantic nature. If her loyalty is to the state and the indignation takes
root in the love of the country or the devotion to her fellow countrymen, or the respect
for the crown as the guardian of the nation, she would have proceeded on di erent
paths. If she intends to avoid the people su ering from the violence of the selfappointed government or to save the empire from unruly rules, she would settle into a
real conjugal bond with the tiger general, the second hand of the gang, and use her
power over him to swing unfavorable decision-making that would harm the helpless
folks. Being wedded to Li Guo would give Zhen-e access to the headman Li Zi-cheng.
Successfully beguiling him could guarantee her further ability to participate in political
a airs and ameliorate evil doing. If Zhen-e has neither the ambition nor the aptitude to
be a hidden player in the game of the throne, and her intention is purely an eye for an
eye, then she would spare Li Guo. It is far more convenient to plot Li Zi-cheng’s
execution being the wife of his most trusted man. The leader is most unlikely to
Mister Lin is a member of the state bureaucracy. Government o cials are selected through
the imperial examination founded upon Confucian moral principles that stress patriarchial rule
and men’s accountability to their superiority and fellow peers. If the Lin family backs up from
the engagement, Mister Lin will be ridiculed for not being a man of his word and the inability to
handle the women of his household.
18

Killing the Tiger General is not grouped into historical plays for two reasons. First of all, there
is no account other than ction that con rms the heroine Fei Zhen-e’s existence (“Fei Zhene.”). Secondly, the “Tiger General” Li Guo 李过 was not killed by avenging women when his
uncle Li Zi-cheng’s 李⾃成 army took over the imperial residence in 1644. He died of illness in
1650 ( “Li Guo.”, “Li Zicheng.”)
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suspect a murderous hand from the Tiger General’s household, while Zhen-e has more
opportunities to be close to the target. However, all these options demand her
compliance with the Tiger General’s and potentially the current king’s sensual desire,
and this is the price a dutiful spouse cannot a ord to pay. Zhen-e’s actions are surely
not driven by her a ection towards the empress whom in previous scenes the Emporer
pressed into suicide, or to the princess whom the Emporer slew with his own hands
(“Abhorrence of Meishan20.”) Nor is Zhen-e conspiring out of self-interest. The Tiger
General is completely spellbound by Zhen-e’s charm that he o ers Zhen-e to rule
together (Moy 27). When confronted by the bloody crime scene, the horri ed maids
also point out that if caring for the fallen man, Zhen-e would have enjoyed great fame
and fortune ( Ling21 ) The logic behind the sequence of choices and conducts certainly
did not disturb Mei Lan-fang in the least. The repeated utterance of her sorrow of the
death of the reign, the resentful accusation of his cowardly followers that desert the
duty of rectifying his disgrace, and the vehement recitative vowing to bring him justice
through her own hands follow the characterization of a worthy wife through (Ling).
Furthermore, from an existent excerpt of Mei’s Killing the Tiger General lmed in 1930,
there was not an instance the heroine behaved ungraciously or inappropriately even
when playing seduction ( Mei, L, “1930 Killing the Tiger General.” 0:00-1:13.). Every
gesture was supervised under a proper degree of detachment. While the spoken lines
were forwardly enticing, the utmost physical expression given allowance was alluring
shyness evinced through soft voice, faint smiles, and eeting eye contact. Even if the
dead husband’s soul was present, he could not be able to give her serious charges as
the rightful owner22. Through Mei Lan-fang’s supreme acting and careful rendition,
audiences see not an unconscious victim of the patriarchal consensus, a willing slave
of the male dominance, or a gullible fanatic living in a fantasized version of despicable
Killing the Tiger General is a scene taken from the Beijing Opera The Abhorrence of Meishan
《煤⼭恨》. Mei Lan-fang performed it during his tour to America and the Soviet Union as an
independent one-act play (Moy 26, Risum, “The Foreign-Policy Aspect” 95).
20

The exact lines used in Mei Lan-fang’s version of Killing the Tiger General are not available.
The author of the essay cross-refers the English plot summary from “ Repertoire for the
American Tour of Mei Lan-fang” and the Beijing Opera scene script of “ Killing the Tiger
General” collected in The Attainment of National Opera 《国剧⼤成》(Moy 26, 27, Ling). The
correlation in plot procession con rms no principle changes have been made. The 1930 lm
excerpt of Mei’s performance reveals di erences in word choice. A small portion of the speech
has been cut from the beginning (Mei, L, “1930 Killing the Tiger General.”). It is probably due to
the marketing strategy Mei’s team adopted for international tours not to overly burden the
American audiences with lengthy addresses in arcane language and shift the emphasis to
showcasing physicality. Without further evidence, one may believe that most likely Mei had
preserved the key messages from the original script.
21

From Sword of the Universe, Zhao Yan-rong’s blatant demeanor is not an option for Fei
Zhen-e. Zhao Yan-rong owns the con dence that Zhao Gao is not comfortable violating his
own daughter while the Tiger General is inclined to and capable of subduing Fei Zhen-e every
moment. Fei Zhen-e needs to be extremely careful to what extent the irting could actually
carry. Being in a vulnerable position, she has to keep him under her power yet not overdo the
temptation.
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self-sacri ce, but a woman of determination, of valor, of righteousness. In the play,
deception, violence, and sheer brutality are no longer perceived as vile o enses but
thrills that are praiseworthy. To Mei Lan-fang’s Zhen-e and her admirers, expropriating
one’s own life or that of another is no more matter of importance, compared to the
subservience of the husband and potentially earning a posthumous acknowledgment
as the most loyal of his unrecognized bondswomen23.
The River Goddess is inspired by the poetic composition Ode to the Nymph of
the Luo River 《洛神赋》composed by Cao Zhi 曹植, the prince of Wei in 223 A.D
( “Ode to the Nymph of the Luo River.” ) Knowing his beloved wife lady Zhen has her
a ections attached to Cao Zi-jian, his younger brother, Emporer Wen of Wei executes
the poor woman and sends Zi-jian in exile. Years later, the remorseful ruler summons
back his brother and delivers her marble engraved gold threading cushion into his
keeping ( Mei, L, “ The River Goddess.” 1:30-2:30). Besieged by painful remembrance,
the prince falls asleep, resting his head on the relic. In his dream, a ravishing apparition
appears and beseeches Zi-jian to meet her at the bank of river Luo the following day.
Upon arrival, the enthralled man is too eager to appeal to the nymph’s favor that he
fails to recognize she is his previous lover. The goddess entertains Zi-jian with dance
and pageantry. When the singing concludes, she reveals her identity and begs Zi-jian
to be weighed no more by her memory. She presents him with a pearl earring as a
token of the past and he returns her a pendant made out of precious stone. Seeing Zijian reconciles with his feelings, the goddess wishes for the man tens of thousands of
blessings and parts perpetually with lingering glazes set in his direction (Moy 27, 28). In
this play, the expository notes in which Mei Lan-fang established the background are
purposefully chosen to extract Lady Zhen from the moral controversy she’d be been
facing otherwise. Mei included the information that in her mortal life, being a captive of
war plundered from a previous marriage, the nymph’s connection with the crown was
not at all voluntary. Her fondness is never given to the sovereign but to his brother. Yet
this exemplary woman has diligently kept the wife’s duty. When the story proceeds,
from the recount of the goddess the audiences learn the mutual attachment between
her and Cao Zi-jian, is purely platonic. The two have never spoken to one another.
However, with Lady Zhen on his mind, Cao Zi-jian abandons sleep and nourishment
and plunges into arguments on behalf of her. Lady Zhen is secretly paying attention to
his whereabouts and registering in her heart his well-being ( “The River Goddess”.)
Intolerant of the inward transgression, the sovereign decrees Lady Zhen’s demise. Even
so, the noble spirit refrains herself from visiting Zi-jian until the lawful husband has
given consent by conferring an intimate personal item to Cao Zi-jian. She does not
come forward to disturb Zi-jian up to the moment seeing him su ering from the loss of
her. The goddess appears immediately and gently persuades Zi-jian to let go, to live
well, and live merry. In the eshly and the spiritual world, lady Zhen’s behavior is
According to Fei Zhen-e’s self-introduction, she was selected into the palace as the “serving
companion 嫔御” of the son of heaven. Though without ceremony, she is de facto his woman
until the reign decides to disown her (“ Hierarchy of the Palace Ladies.”). If Fei Zhen-e has
been an admitted consort, she would have addressed herself according to her endowment and
her title rather than calling herself “his humble slave 奴家” (Ling).
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beyond criticism. She ful lls the expectations of a respectable wife superbly. From life
to the afterlife, all rules are strictly followed and all comportment diligently supervised
except for a heart she has no control over. On the emotional level, the exemplary
woman forsakes her comfort of shared nostalgia with the man her soul deems. The
kind nymph releases Zi-jian from the ethereal bond and retires quietly to solitude with
her longing forever concealed. The solemn promise of parting for eternity enunciates
the solemn truth of her magnanimous love. If Cao Zi-jian returns her devotion with the
same consistency, one may joyously receive the iteration as a tale of love and its
transcendental prowess. From the beginning, Cao Zi-jian’s distress comes from his
disdain for the shabby lodge where he could not nd the company of attractive
women, but not what the attentive sylph has mistaken. When he wakes up from the
reverie, he curses the rooster for ruining the wonderful opportunity of acquitting an
exquisite beauty. Zi-jian gets up early and settles to pursue the tryst with the fairy.
Upon arrival, he is ruminating on the likelihood of getting her into his chamber. When
Lady Zhen asks if he recognizes her, Zi-jian falls through answering and insists she is
the one initiating the association. When lady Zhen unveils her charming entourage, the
bedazzled man gapes greedily, losing not a second to indulge himself in the fanciful
contemplation of the full panorama. After being made aware of her identity, when Lady
Zhen’s chaperones address him, Lady Zhen has to stop Zi-jian from making advances
on the equally irresistible maidens ( “The River Goddess.”). The character Cao Zi-jian
may be a dashing philanderer, yet it is hard to judge if taste alone might approve of the
playboy as a quality partner. Mei Lan-fang’s attempt to paint Cao Zi-jian as a
glamorous lover and Lady Zhen his staunch admirer, the allowance of how males and
females are supposed to behave, and the double standards on the dependability of
men and women evinced through the play are acutely nerve-wracking. Moreover, the
historical man Cao Zhi, courtesy name Cao Zi-jian was true to his memory of Lady
Zhen. Lady Zhen was condemned as guilty due to the content of a poem that
expressed parting sorrow with a beloved one which coincided with Cao Zhi’s leavetaking for o ce when his brother ascended the throne in 220 A.D. She was murdered
in 221 A.D with her face covered under her hair and mouth stu ed with bran. Later the
year, Cao Zhi was called into the imperial residence from his reigning district. A pillow
left by Lady Zhen was given to him as a keepsake by his brother, the consciencestricken lord. On his way home, Lady Zhen came to Cao Zhi's dream as the water
nymph of river Luo to bid him a last farewell. Unable to let go, in 223 A.D. Cao Zhi
wrote In Memory of Lady Zhen 《感甄赋》. Four years later in 226 A.D, Lady Zhen’s
son, now emperor Ming of Wei changed the title to Ode to the Nymphe of the River Luo
to shun scandal ( “Ode to the Nymph of the Luo River.” ). Being the rst person to
adopt the tragic love story into Beijing Opera, Mei Lan-fang and his colleagues
deliberately turned the truehearted and fearless prince into a amboyant womanizer
(Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 1305). The motivation of accentuating feminine forbearance
and perseverance in commitment regardless of circumstance deserves critical
attention.
Fleeting to the Moon is another mythological play conceived by Mei Lan-fang
that added the tale of the moon goddess Chang-e to the contemporary repertoire. The
play has thirteen scenes. In scene one, when Hou-yi sobers up from hanging over, he
discovers his wife Chang-e has stolen the elixir awarded by the Queen Mother. To
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escape from being beaten to death, the frightened wife takes ight. In scene two, upon
receiving the order from the Queen Mother, Wu Gang opens the gate of the Osmanthus
Mansion in anticipation of Chang-e’s arrival. In scene three, Hou-yi chases Chang-e
with a sword. In scene four, Chang-e dodges into the moon palace. Unable to reach
her, Hou-yi leaves and comes back with bows and arrows. In scene ve, four heavenly
maidens come forth to welcome Chang-e, claiming her to be the hostess of the moon.
Scene six is a comic relief between grandpapa rabbit and grandmama rabbit, abruptly
interrupted by an arrow shot from hiding. In scene seven, grandpapa rabbit and Wu
Gang defeat the invading Hou-yi and in scene eight, Hou-yi complains to the Queen
Mother who reassures him everything is meant to be. In scene nine, Wu Gang
announces the next scene in which Chang-e collects fresh blossoms to brew wine. In
scenes eleven and twelve, Chang-e invites the heavenly maidens to the festive
banquet. The last scene concludes with the guests’ departure and the lonely mistress
regretting deserting her husband ( Mei, L, “ Autobiography.” 568-577.) The plot raises
as many questions as uneasiness. Most harrowing of all being Hou-yi’s domestic
violence and multiple o enses in attempted murder. Suspecting Chang-e consumes
the Queen Mother’s given behind his back, Hou-yi howls in fury and swears to strike
the last breath out of Chang-e, “the shameless low-life”. He hunts her from the earth to
the sky, shouting damnation and aiming multitudes of deadly weapons in Chang-e’s
direction. Upon the intervention of grandpapa rabbit, Wu Gang, and the Queen Mother,
the resentful man blames drunkenness and retires with no re ection upon his brutish
deeds. While Chang-e is deeply conscious of her sinfulness and penitent all the way
through. She apologizes for breaking into the celestial abode and she is constantly
upset about having wronged her husband. Regardless of the delightful scenery,
felicitous company, and pleasant feast, the remorseful maiden becomes possessed by
a longing for her husband. As to men, no penalty is issued for perilous transgression. A
male’s felony against a female is easily let slip not only by law but leaks the sentient
awareness of both the victim and the o ender. As for women, minor infringement
incurs severe persecution. Once commits delinquency, she shall always be hunted by
his ill thoughts and harrowed by unending compunction as the irremovable scarlet
letter. It is more discomposing to probe into why Chang-e would have embezzled the
magic potion in the rst place. Hou-yi leaves the medicine in Chang-e’s care revealing
trust in her accountability, which infers no previous history of theft. Yet out of all
instances, Chang-e chooses to lay her ngers on the medicine of longevity. Given Houyi’s gruesome temper, Chang-e’s instinctive reaction to tell lies, and habitual response
to ight, she is more than likely acclimatized to his punches. Living under unremitting
and life-threatening attacks, the mistreated woman nds the antidote which may keep
herself preserved particularly appealing. Unable to resist being relieved from the
overwhelming fear of premature death, she gulps down the remedy. As expected, Houyi aggressively seeks his wife’s execution. Furthermore, how the story is to be
interpreted from a holistic view is beyond alarming. The elixir is a reward from the
Queen Mother for Hou-yi’s heroic act of saving the people from the scorching heat by
shooting down nine out of ten suns in the sky ( “Fleeting to the Moon.” ). From the
beginning, the medicine is intended for Chang-e. The Queen Mother has Hou-yi
intoxicated at her banquet. On the same day, she has the Osmanthus Mansion
prepared and notices the housekeeper Wu Gang and the heavenly maidens to receive
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The Palace of Eternal Coldness ⼴寒宫 is the name of Chang-e’s residence on the moon.

This essay is in form of a blog referenced by two encyclopedia sources. The basic facts are
accurate. The author of the paper believes the classi cation su ces for a generic
understanding of Chang-e’s tale in the broader context. Yet the appraisers of the information
shall be conscious that the container website is mainly for civic use and the article does not
contain a bibliographical catalog.
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Amongst the researched articles, the source of this narrative is not speci ed. The author of
the paper speculates the narration to be the commonly used adaptation of bedtime stories for
young kids based on her own childhood experience growing up in China.
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Chang-e. When Hou-yi appeals for justice, the Queen Mother tells him everything is
ordained. She persuades the disappointed husband to return and Chang-e is left to
su er in the Palace of Eternal Coldness24, with no amount of delicacy and no amount
of company that will ll the burrowing hollowness she has to endure. When the puzzles
are being put together, the real award for Hou-yi is to open his eyes to Chang-e’s
falsehood and remove the hideous spouse from his side and have her disciplined
without disgracing his name or putting blood on his hand. The story of Chang-e has
had at least ve versions in circulation expanding from the earliest record in The
Writings of the Huai-nan Masters 《淮南⼦》, a collection of scholarly essays de ning
the necessary condition of ideal social-political order composed in139 B.C (“ Chang-e
Flows to the Moon.”, “Huainanzi.”) According to Gao You’s ⾼诱 annotation of The
Writing of the Huai-nan Masters in the East Han ( 25 A.D- 220 A.D.) that Chang-e
purloins the medicine of longevity from Hou-yi, deserts her husband and becomes the
sprite of the moon (“ Chang-e Rushes to the Moon.” ) In Fair Goddess of Mount Kunlun
《墉城集仙录》authored by a Taoist monk Du Guang-ting 杜光庭 from Tang Dynasty
that Hou-yi acquires the elixir for his wife Chang-e. She takes the potion and
transforms into the mistress of the moon (“ Chang-e Rushes to the Moon.” “ Fair
Goddess of Mount Kunlun.” ) The third iteration is likely imprinting on the historical
gure, a tyrannic king of the Xia Dynasty who was also called Hou-yi. Learning the
medicine of longevity is in possession of the evil lord, to save the country from
unending adversity, his queen Chang-e drains the container and turns into an immortal
who takes abode on the moon ( Chengshi Langzi25). Another edition merges the myth
with Hou-yi’s account extracted from Questions to Heaven 《天问》, a series of verses
revolving around Chinese mythology and religious beliefs of ancient China written by
Qu Yuan 屈原 during the Warring State Period (475 B.C.-221 B.C.), in which Chang-e’s
betrayal and elopement are due to Hou-yi’s involvement with another woman whose
husband he kills to ful ll the illicit desire ( Chengshi Langzi). In the most well-known of
Chang-e’s chronicle26, Hou-yi and Chang-e are a loving couple. Not to be separated
from his wife, Hou-yi refuses to take the elixir and has the gift from the celestial palace
safely kept in his house. A greedy tutee Peng-meng breaks into his master’s home
when Hou-yi is away and forces Chang-e to submit the medicine of longevity. To
prevent the elixir from falling into wrong hands, Chang-e swallows the whole content.
The magic potion lightens Chang-e’s body and she oats to the moon, leaving Hou-yi
behind. Missing one another so, the saddened man and wife can only gaze at their

beloved one in distance. None of the accounts has mentioned beating or Chang-e
regretting her course of action. Mei Lan-fang’s Chang-e, her depression, and lowspiritedness when being deprived of contact with the abusive husband are in essence
founded on viewing male sadism and female masochism as normalcy. Taking into
consideration that the performance was prepared speci cally for the mid-autumn
festival that celebrates togetherness and family reunions is deeply unsettling (Mei, L,
“Autobiography.” 563,564).
The Auspicious Hour and The Triumphant Matchmaker are usually played
together as two famous scenes adapted from The West Chamber 《⻄厢记》, an
outstanding masterpiece of the golden period of Chinese drama composed by Zaju
playwright Wang shi-fu 王实甫 around 1300 A.D. The story is set in Tang Dynasty. A
young scholar Zhang Jun-rui meets Cui Ying-ying in a Buddhist monastery when her
family is escorting her father’s co n to their native town. Description of Ying-ying’s
beauty reaches the local brigands that the ru ans siege the abode. The frustrated old
lady promises Ying-ying’s hand in marriage to whoever saves them from the dire
situation. With help from his childhood friend, the youth succeeds yet Ying-ying’s
mother takes back her word ( Moy 25, “Romance of the Western Chamber.” ) Mei Lanfang made The Auspicious Hour as the rst scene of the performance which takes
place when Ying-ying’s maidservant Hong-niang makes an ingenious arrangement,
leading her mistress to Zhang Jun-rui’s study, creating for the disappointed lovers a
moment together. The impatient couple tricks Hong-niang and has her locked outside
while completing their secret union. Hong-niang objects to being left alone while
keeping watchful eyes for the couple. In the second scene The Triumphant
Matchmaker, noticing Ying-ying’s changed state of being, Ms. Cui summons Hongniang and sets her on her knees. Strikes of the resounding bamboo rod are applied to
the maid who slowly confesses the attachment. Then the shrew maid gives an impartial
analysis of the whole case and lays out di erent courses of action and their respective
consequences, acquiring from the wrathful mother the reluctant consent to the
matrimony under the condition of Zhang Jun-rui leaving the very next day to have
himself established. When nuptial wine is handed from the prospective groom to the
bride, Hong-niang steals a sip as her due reward (Mei, L, “Autobiography” 672-676;
Moy 25, 26). In this play, Ms. Cui’s changing stances on the engagement, Ying-ying’s
compliance with premarital intimacy, and Hong-niang’s liaison with the groom are
deserving of dissection. Ying-ying’s late father was the grand chancellor in the imperial
court. Under the circumstance, his widow Ms. Cui is bequeathed the full charge over
the children’s marriages. As a dutiful wife, Ms. Cui prioritizes the prosperousness of the
household and the reputation of the family over her daughter’s happiness. When being
threatened by the bandits, Ms. Cui poses Ying-ying as an incentive to rescue the family
with no hesitance. When the crisis resolves, she breaches the contract for the young
man is of no prominent background or noteworthy connections. Matching Ying-ying to
a pedant of no station is wasting a valuable asset that owns the potential to bring glory
to the Cui lineage as Ying-ying’s position and appearance make her a competent
candidate to set foot in a menage of equal in uence if not greater eminence. The
furious mother intends to report the violation to the magistrate. What resettles her mind
is not Ying-ying’s wish but the fear of a scandal when Hong-niang points out that
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blame will go directly to Ying-ying’s upbringing and the family being false to covenants.
Disinclined acquiesence is given with the condition of Zhang Jun-rui packing for the
capital after the betrothal to ght for a deserving spot in the bureaucracy and keep
Ying-ying home waiting in uncertainty. According to Ms. Cui’s calculation, if the young
man fails, he would have no ground to bother them. When the incident quietens, Yingying’s marriage shall be again at disposal to make approvable associations. If Zhang
Jun-rui realizes the expectation, the Cui family would have gained a favorable alliance.
Moreover, the cunning mother tricks the youths with the performance of a
“betrothment” that has no bidding power. Neither legal papers are exchanged, nor
accountable witnesses are present. The crafty lady could easily back out from the
seeming endowment when qualifying gentlemen are located. In the meantime, the
belief of a commitment disciplines Ying-ying to adhere to abstinence and averts further
misconduct. While direct objection may lead to drastic measures such as elopement,
self-harm, or suicide and expose the family to worse sensations, distancing cools
down the passion and allows the mother time to gradually turn around the daughter's
conviction. If the assurance is sincere and the insistence on the man’s prosperity is out
of consideration of the daughter’s provision, then the ance would be asked to travel
along with the Cui family, to see them home safe and pay his tribute at the funeral
before parting for the career. What stands behind Ms. Cui’s schemes is not maternal
protectiveness but a wife’s devotion to the deceased husband and the responsibility to
carry on his legacy. As to Ying-ying, her disgraceful conduct is not out of deepening
a ection but an eagerness to submit to a male gure that conforms to her wistful
fantasy. When being preserved from falling into the robbers’ hands, Ying-ying identi es
the second-hand27 hero as her destiny. She meekly follows into a man’s room whom
she barely has any knowledge of and gives in to his wishes. The maiden is keen to
indulge in the romanticized notion of obligation that she forsakes decorum, lial
responsibility, and respectability. Ying-ying engages in intimacy with Zhang Jun-rui
regardless of situating in a monastery where sensual pleasure is forbidden. According
to the dynastic rules, for three years all types of sensorial grati cation are prohibited in
households in mourning ( “Precepts of Mourning.” ). Ying-ying’s infraction not only
stains her late father’s memory but will also incur three years in exile upon discovery
(“Precepts of Mourning.” ). Moreover, the woman who loses chastity to men other than
her husband is perpetually disgraced. The act instantly disquali es her to be wedded
as a wife28. Instead, the malefactor is solely entitled to be taken as a concubine and
treated as a piece of property, whether being kept, sold, shared, or abandoned is
completely by the will of the man. Her children will also be deprived of legal

Zhang Jun-rui writes to his friend the White Horse general who is stationed not far away from
the temple for help. The army thwarts the campaign yet Zhang Jun-rui regards himself as the
indisputable receiver of the reward.
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According to the Book of Rites, female involvement in common-law marriages without
parental consent or predating the o cial procedure dispossesses her from wedding rites,
whether to the same man or an alternative match. The act condemns her to the rightful disdain
from her parents and her fellow countrymen (Wangjiujiemeng).
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acknowledgment and have no right to inheritance. In Tang Code29 , according to item
one hundred and nighty one from the fourteenth chapter on matrimony that the
concubines are lesser beings, the husband who elevates their status to a wife faces
one year and six months of imprisonment and mandated divorce ( Wangjujiemeng,
“ Tang Code Chapter Fourteen.”) Despite the dreadful consequences, Ying-ying
complies to Zhang Jun-rui ungentlemanly proposal without questioning his
motivations. Fully aware of the consensus, no man of honor would rush the love of his
life onto the mattress and have her doomed to ignominy. Zhang Jun-rui’s unabashed
enthusiasm to break the ice more than likely comes out of the animalistic craving for
Ying-ying’s handsome gure if not equally helping himself into the economic and
political resources her family background represents. When her beauty fades, there are
easily emerging blossoms to cater to his coming seasons. When higher branches are
within the reach, the old stepstone is to be readily forsaken. Yet she accepts and
means to sacri ce. Even when confronting Ms. Cui, Zhang Jun-rui’s cowardice is
unable to open Ying-ying’s eyes to the opportunist has neither the integrity to re ect
upon his misdeeds nor the gut to take responsibility and stand up for her defense. In
Mei Lan-fang’s production, Ying-ying’s astounding passivity, her insensibility to Zhang’s
foul intentions as well as his hardly approvable demeanors speak Mei’s vision of the
magnanimous wifehood as the subtotal of a woman’s virtue. To a devoted woman, the
pain is not being used ill by the husband, but being not of any use to assist her man.
According to the Ying-ying logic, as long as she is true to him, whether he chooses to
merit her is not of a noble woman’s concern. As to the character Hong-niang, Mei Lanfang explained in his autobiography that the maidservant is an archetypical gure of
righteousness (Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 670). As an active agent against the obsolete
imperialist rules and su ocating social order, the valorous girl symbolizes the unyielding
force ghting for liberation (Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 670). However, Mei Lan-fang’s
stage presentation of Hong-niang does not con rm the stated purpose. The
matchmaker’s comportment indicates the vivacious maiden to be another devotee
captivated by Zhang Jun-rui’s charms. If Hong-niang is simply moved by the anguish
of the dispirited lovers, she would retire quietly to the side and leave them a moment of
privacy. Instead, Hong-niang has to be removed by ploy and bolted outdoor. Even so,
she fulminates loudly in the hope to gain entrance. The insistence is certainly not out of
contemplation of propriety as Hong-niang sticks her ear to the imaginary door while
singing and showing “by delicate pantomimes of the joys of the lovers” while lamenting
her own needs unattended (Moy 25; “Southern Opera The West Chamber: The

Commentary to Tang Code 《唐律疏议》, abbreviated as Tang Code was a penal code
conferred in 653 B.C during the reign of Emperor Gaozong of Tang. As a practical synthesis of
the legalist and Confucian interpretation of regulatory measures, the code strives for the
homeostatic balance of the protocol and jurisprudence. Being the earliest of existing legislative
documentations, the establishment and application directly in uenced later statutes and lawmaking of many Asian and Eastern Asian countries of geographic proximity (“Tang Code.”,
“Commentary to Tang Code.” )
29
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Auspicious Hour.”30) When Zhang Jun-rui and Ying-ying come out, Hong-niang moans
over the exclusion which leads to trading of irtatious words between the man and the
maidservant right in front of the mistress. When the nuptial beverage is presented from
the groom to his bride, Hong-niang also wets her lips from the same cup, endorsing
her position as a lesser partner. These instances insinuate the customary
understanding of a maidservant being the de facto consort of her lady’s future husband
as part of complementing dowery 31 ( “Accompanying Maidservants.” ) Therefore,
unlike what Mei Lan-fang declares, Hong-niang’s in uence and interference over the
matter shall not be read as impartial. Yet it is doing the young woman injust accusing
the contrivances out of self-interest. Whatever ordinance demands, sharing a love
interest is innately tortuous. Out of the two heroines Ying-ying and Hong-niang, the
overlooked maidservant is introduced to the young man earlier and has had plentitude
contacts. Without Hong-niang’s help, Zhang’s sentiments would not have reached
Ying-ying, not to mention developing mutual regard. Hong-niang also plays a critical
part in swaying Ying-ying’s feelings in Zhang’s favor. She dissuades Ying-ying from
withdrawal when the hesitant mistress shows the inclination to retreat. Hong-niang
makes Ying-ying believe in an a ection that may not truly exist and lead the naive
mistress into the web Zhang Jun-rui and her have woven. Hong-niang comprehends
what great aid Ying-ying’s family resources means to a young man of nowhere trying to
push into the elite circle and claim a place in the tiered bureaucracy; Hong-niang also
understands the irresistibility of Ying-ying’s splendor. Both of which she is impuissant
of delivery. Despite the soreness of the heart, despite corporal retribution, the
unswerving woman pulls all her strength to ensure Zhang gets what he hankers. Hongniang would not have helped Zhang court another if her fondness is self-centered.
When chances arrive, she would have volunteered to substitute Ying-ying as the
family’s gratitude for Zhang’s assistance which Ms. Cui is quite likely to give consent.
Nor is she motivated by dedication to the Cui household or the innocent mistress, In
either case, Hong-niang would have reported Zhang’s designs on Ying-ying and
impeded his venture soon as the young man approaches her as a reckoned practice
for any loyal attendants. All evidence points to Hong-niang’s unadulterated
determination to Zhang’s benediction at the cost of herself, her mistress, and the clan.
The West Chamber has many adapted versions. Mei Lan-fang did not specify which copy his
team adopted, nor was there evidence of customized text Mei Lan-fang used for the
performance of The Auspicious Hour obtainable for the study. By moment-to-moment
comparison of the repertoire for the American tour of Mei Lan-fang with an edition from the
Southern Opera, the exceptional correspondence of the translation of the lyrics and scripted
movements con rms the likelihood of direct borrowing. Though there is no guarantee as to
word for word agreement, the author of the paper believes Mei’s use of detail in
characterization is consistent with the source text. Therefore, the Southern Opera excerpt is
used as supplementary material for plot analysis.
30

The practice is to assist the bride to establish dominance over her husband’s cohort of
paramours. The maidservant is not only familiar with her disposition and attentive to her habits
but dependable. The maid of the bride is often selected from slaves born or bought into the
family from an early age. She grows up with the mistress and accompanies her to the new
household as a helping hand. In addition to years of camaraderie, the bride’s family has control
over the maid’s parents and siblings. The leverage makes betrayal unlikely.
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Only wholehearted espousal of extremist allegiance to the man may explain why it
never occurred to Mei Lan-fang that the content of the play negates the revolutionary
impact and contradicts what he intends the audiences to receive.
Fan Fairs, also translated as Beaty’s Smile 《千⾦⼀笑》is another one of Mei
Lan-fang’s applauded ctional plays. The drama was based on scenes taken from one
of the four great classic novels of Chinese literature Dream of the Red Chamber 《红楼
梦》composed by Cao Xue-qin in the middle of the eighteenth century ( Moy 29,
“ Dream of the Red Chamber.” ). The play was commissioned for the Dragon Boat
Festival on the fth day of the fth month of the lunisolar calendar ( Mei, L,
“ Autobiography.” 614). The play has four acts. Jia Bao-yu, a spoiled youth of an
a uent family arrives from a lavish repast in ill humor. Qing-wen is summoned to assist
him to undress. She unwittingly drops his fan which ends up damaged. Bao-yu’s
ungenerous rebukes lead to Qing-wen’s ghtback in more than full measure. Hearing
the disputes, Bao-yu’s chambermaid Xi-ren comes out to intervene. Yet her
participation further exacerbates the situation leading Bao-yu to proceed to have Qingwen driven away. Qing-wen’s unrelenting tears and Xi-ren’s half-hearted persuasion
save the wretched girl from the dreaded fate. The second and third acts are concise
solos of Bao-yu and Xi-ren, describing the youth man going out to drink with his
friends, leaving Xi-ren reposing alone in the parlor. In act four, the intoxicated Bao-yu
returns, mistaking Qing-wen for Xi-ren. Qing-wen refuses to sit near her master, bring
him refreshments, or serve him bathing. Finding his fair companion still harbors
resentment, Bao-yu realizes the stubborn nymph must have the unquestioned victory
to let go of the previous o ense. Bao-yu presents his fan to Qing-wen and orders her
to tear. He also snatches from Xi-ren the one she is holding and gives it to Qing-wen to
amend her spirit. Qing-wen reconciles with Bao-yu and leaves him in Xi-ren’s care (Moy
29, 30; Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 615, 616). In this play, Bao-yu’s attitude towards the
maidservants, Xi-ren’s mortifying leniency, Qing-wen’s performance of indignation, and
ceaseless insinuation are the front face protruding from the patriarchal foundation. To
Jia Bao-yu, the wealthy heir of a grand household, the women are merely playing
objects to let on his temper, quench his desire, and delight his mood. He gives Xi-ren
erce blows when the gate is not unbolted promptly. He berates Qing-wen for mishap
and threatens to disown her when the girl goes beyond the allowable riposte. He
chases the serving ladies around and demands intimacy mindless of decency and
circumstance. He pretends respect and remorse when it suits his conceit. The dual
privilege of being their man and master accredits Jia Bao-yu to whatever he pleases
with no regard to the women’s physical and emotional wellbeing. Yet the callous
boulevardier is portrayed as a fancy lover the household of females is pining and
competing for his favor. More vexatious is Xi-ren’s unprincipled clemency. Xi-ren holds
no grudge over Bao-yu’s brutality and downplays the severity of her wounds. When
Bao-yu and Qing-wen are arguing, the maid takes all blame on herself to appease the
turbulence. Failing to do so, Xi-ren submits herself to provoke Qing-wen, divert her
attention and save her master from disturbance. Xi-ren harshly criticizes Qing-wen for
being irreverent toward Bao-yu when the other maid is appealing for fair treatment on
Xi-ren’s account. Seeing Bao-yu utterly distressed by his ego and unwillingness to
dispatch Qing-wen, Xi-ren falls on her knees, begging for her rival and again claiming

the responsibility of maddening him to relieve Bao-yu from making decisions he is sure
to regret. She coaxes Bao-yu to rest and follows to tend to him not quite recovered
from her injuries (Moy 30). It does not concern Xi-ren if her actions are doing Qing-wen
and herself injustice or sacri cing their health and welfare. As Bao-yu’s chambermaid32,
nothing is of importance compared to his merriment and satisfaction. As to Qing-wen,
her stinging unpretentiousness and predisposed straightforwardness are not wholely
from an honest temperament. The girl resorts to clashes sensing excitement being the
cure for the restless master coming back chocked by the eventless banquet. Instead of
an actual frenzy, she courageously embodies the devil’s advocate to lend Bao-yu a
venue for catharsis and revive his spirit. If the maid is truly full of spines, at the apogee
of the dispute, she will not be able to instantly subdue the righteous hysteria and bend
down weeping, declaring she’d die to be kept in Bao-yu’s quarters. If genuinely
indignant, Qing-wen would not have prepared Bao-yu’s bed with great care and
a ection after the coldhearted dismissal. Only upon seeing Bao-yu, making sure he is
in a jovial mood that Qing-wen reassumes her dazzle of “hostility” that the young
master always nds endearing and restores peace at his o ering of fans without much
di culty. The act of provocation alone may not be su cient to track down Qing-wen’s
loyalty. Pairing with her incessant remarks on Bao-yu’s unscrupulous dalliance, her
alienating strategies, and her strenuous e ort to draw attention to Xi-ren’s certi cation
to the overshadowing suicide of another maidservant after being accused of seducing
the glamour boy that Qing-wen’s well-meaning surfaces the facade of wrongly
attributed meanness and jealousy. It abhors Qing-wen to see Bao-yu perceived as an
irresponsible playboy. The inference to Bao-yu’s shared shower with another maid is
meant to caution the youth to repress himself from plunging into scandals. When Xiren’s present, Qing-wen deluges her with bouts of hints and innuendos to caution the
protectress to keep the matter private and urges the re ection on the quality of her
service. As to herself, Qing-wen stays away from Bao-yu’s advances, intentionally
misunderstands the young master’s suggestions, and extracts herself from unseemly
commands despite her unparalleled fondness for him. Qing-wen does not mind her
endorsement of decorum on behalf of Bao-yu is to be received sickly by her peers and
the young master and dim her acceptance. The girl has set her heart on safeguarding
her master from the implications of avoidable misdemeanors, in particular the
mishandling of women in service. Through the erasion of self-interest, coupled with
a ective acting and consecrated stage presence, Mei Lan-fang again makes the
auditorium surrender to the twisted psychology of canonized women as an inspiration
of holiness in domestic relations. Furthermore, his symbolic incorporation of the three
fans that uncannily prophesies the destiny of the three women reinforces the tri ing of
womanhood and the interpretation of femininity as the embellishment of men’s sphere.
Like the rst fan which falls to the ground and breaks, the maidservant Jin-chuan who
catapults herself into a well was destroyed by Bao-yu’s careless manners. Correlating
Chambermaid is a type of lesser consort that caters to the master’s physical needs in
addition to menials of washing and cleaning. In most cases, the position is ful lled by the
bride’s accompanying maidservants (“ Chambermaid.) It is also not uncommon for a rich family
to acquire accountable maidservants to teach their young sons about consummation through
practice.
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to the second fan torn with malicious intention, Qing-wen’s prospect is ripped by her
insubordination. She is thrown out of the mansion and left to perish slowly and painfully
having o ended the mistress. As with the third fan that Qing-wen mercies after
switching hands, being the luckiest of all, Xi-ren is eventually preserved and given to a
kindhearted man to partner with (“Twelve Beauties of Jinling: The Third Scroll.”). In Cao
Xue-qin’s novel, this correspondence does not exist. Qing-wen has dismantled more
than a handful of costly fans before her humor recovers. Also, instead of Qing-wen, the
last one was taken from a di erent maidservant She-yue. Though Mei’s script left out
the Jin-chuan’s self-immolation and concluded long before the Qing-wen and Xi-ren’s
curtain call, the play was specially delivered to a cionados of Dream of the Red
Chamber who were most likely to wire the connection in an instant ( Mei, L,
“Autobiography.” 612). The interrelation and the depiction of women as non-essential
and readily discardable utensils is innately frightful.
The above examples are Mei Lan-fang’s signature productions as a mature
artist, all of which give prominence to the disconcerting male and female relationship,
bundling a woman’s acceptability exceptionally to her willingness and competency to
minister to her husband’s comfort and prospects. At the same time, Mei Lan-fang
insisted on supreme comeliness, charming yet idiosyncratic attributes, and
unadulterated chastity as the mandatory criterion for a commendable woman. She
must look fair, dress pleasantly, maintain characteristic authenticity and perpetuate
nonnegotiable innocence and perpetuate whether her man behaves worthy or
unworthy. She must be thrilled to su er and be prepared to sacri ce without prompts
and demands. She must have foresight as to his needs and be re ective of her aws
for the betterment of his experience. She must receive bitter attitudes, harsh treatment,
and vile intentions with gratitude and approach verbal violence, physical transgression,
and the threat of murder as opportunities to prove her loyalty and to perish ful lled
when she is no longer of use. One might be pondering if the persecutory exploitation is
but a doleful coincidence displayed out of the artist’s unattentiveness to potential
implication instead of purposeful depreciation of women. Sadly, the random selection
of applied case studies adopted by the project and Mei Lan-fang’s punctilious adaptive
measures combined with the tradition of evolving repertoires con rm his undeniable
responsibility. The demonstration of relevant pieces of evidence in the coming sections
will further expound on Mei Lan-fang’s stance on his thorny productions.

The Beati ed Royal Consort
Eleven out of over four hundred may not be a persuasive number to incriminate
the prestigious Beijing Opera practitioner. Statistically speaking, less than three percent
out of a hundred is barely an ignorable margin to foreground any statement. However,
the samples were initially chosen as anchor points to examine if the impression of
latent subjugation is merely oversensitivity and personal bias of individual instances.
The reviewer went through the list of Mei Lan-fang’s archived performances and settled
on titles representative of the variety of types amongst the most in uential productions,
namely the transcontinental performances and his most revisited scripts with no
foreknowledge of the content under each heading. Amongst the selected shows,
Fleeting to the Moon was the earliest formal introduction of Beijing Opera to
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international guests conducted by the Ministry of Foreign A airs of the People’s
Republic of China in 1915 (Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 1301). Along with Heavenly
Maiden Scatters Flowers, The Drunken Beauty, and Farewell, My Concubine, it was
performed again during Mei Lan-fang’s tour to Japan in 1919 and 1924 ( 1199, 1303,
1306). In 1924, the sword dance from Farewell, My Concubine was made into a lm by
Huabei Film Studio (Mei, L, Autobiography.” 1306). In Mei’s 1930 tour to the United
States, all except Sword of the Universe and A Strand of Thread were included during
his six months stay (Moy 24-38). During this trip, a scene from Killing the Tiger General
was made into a sound lm by Paramount Pictures ( Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 1308). In
1935, Mei Lan-fang played The Drunken Beauty in the Soviet Union (Risum, “The
Foreign-Policy Aspect” 95). In 1949, Mei Lan-fang archived Farewell, My Concubine,
The Drunken Beauty, Heavenly Maiden Scatters Flowers, A Nun’s Nostalgia, Sword of
the Universe, A Strand of Thread, Fleeting to the Moon, The Auspicious Hour, The
Triumphant Matchmakes and Fan Fairs in his published autobiography, elaborating on
production history, adaptive principles, and dramaturgical discussion. The formularized
choreography of The Drunken Beauty, Sword of the Universe, and The River Godness
was made into colored motion pictures with Mei Lan-fang portraying the female lead.
After Mei Lan-fang’s death, the decedents of the School of Mei continue to revive Mei’s
legacy, prioritizing his most frequented productions and turning these plays into Beijing
Opera classics. Epitomizing the apex of Mei’s career, out of the eleven plays, none of
which is excused from adherence to the husband’s ascendancy. Given the diversi ed
specimen and indiscriminative incorporation, the cognition alone is quite telling of Mei
Lan-fang’s thematic predilection. By glossing over the synopsis, the reviewer discovers
Mei Lan-fang’s other plays are also brewing with the same water. The Enchantress 《⻄
施》is about a seductress that ruins a rival country at the appeal of a dignitary who
later becomes her husband ( “The Enchantress” ). Jinshan Temple 《⾦⼭寺》and The
Broken Bridge 《断桥》 are scenes from The Tale of the White Snake in which the
betrayed wife forgives and preserves the man who almost has her life taken
( “ Immersing Jinshan Temple.”, Li, H, “Lady White Snake.” ). Spring of the Jade
Lodging 《⽟堂春》is about a noble prostitute being cleared from framed
imprisonment by her faith in the man she falls for (“Spring of the Jade Lodging.” ) The
Kite 《⻛筝误》descirbes a young woman who gratefully weds the man that fervently
rejects her when mistaking the bride to be ugly ( “ The Kite.”). Unquietening Reverie
《游园惊梦》and The Uninstructable Tutee《⾹春闹学》 are adapted from Chuanqi
opera The Peony Pavillion in which Du Li-niang dies and restores her breath for a lover
from her dream yet forsakes preliminary respect for her aged mentor ( “ Unquietening
Reverie.”, “ The Uninstructable Tutee.”). In Rainbow Pass 《霓虹关》, to marry him, the
widowed lady Dongfan agrees to all conditions of the enemy general proposes and is
killed by the groom as punishment for abandoning her previous husband ( “The
Rainbow Pass.”). In The Meandering River《汾河湾》, Xue Ren-gui left his wife not
knowing her pregnancy, years later returning home suspecting her disloyalty. Upon the
mother’s explication, the couple discovers Xue has slain his son in an accident ( “The
Meandering River.”). The Inlaws’ Combat 《樊江关》, misapprehending the bride’s
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polite gesture as reluctance to serve her brother, the groom’s sister aims a sword at her
inlaw ( “The Inlaws’ Combat.”). In Fighting Against the Jurchins 《抗⾦兵》, warrior
Liang Hong-yu forwards all credits of her genius and contribution to her husband when
her strategies have the invading force trapped ( “Fighting Against the Jurchens.”). In
Mu Gui-yin Takes Command 《穆桂英挂帅》, the protagonist refuses the call to protect
the state drudging previous injustice done to her husband (“ Mu Gui-yin Takes
Command.”). Mulan Joins The Army 《⽊兰从军》reinforces the destined place for a
woman is neither in court nor on the battle eld but within the walls of a private
household (Moy 30, 31, “ Hua Mu-lan.” ). In The Fisherman’s Revenge 《打渔杀家》,
father and daughter extinguish the entire family of a ru an who intends to despoil her
dowry ( “The Fisherman’s Revenge.”). Carefully cataloged in his autobiography, Mei
Lan-fang must have found these registers deserving of attention, yet all to greater or
lesser degrees subscribe to the mistress’s abidance as the central ideology.
Secondly, the most notable of Mei Lan-fang’s acting and directorial contribution
is his line-by-line examination and movement-by-movement preparation. Unlike many
predecessors who acquired and perfected their art from ultrafamilarity with copy-paste
inheritance from their tutors, Mei Lan-fang’s creative attentiveness that emphasizes
valid emotional states and resists logic incoherence makes him unlikely to forgo
rectifying undesired content. Being his most revisited play, the production of The
Drunken Beauty pro ers an awesome example of Mei’s assiduous e ort of ltration and
re nement.
The Drunken Beauty 《贵妃醉酒》 (Guifei zuijiu), also known as Pavilion of A
Hundred Blossoms 《百花亭》( Baihua ting) had been translated to English as Kuei-fei
Intoxicated with Wine and Yang Kuei Fei—the Jealous Favorite. Being one of the
choreographer’s most performed plays, Mei Lan-fang included it in the programs of his
Japan, U.S, and the Soviet Union presentations ( Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 1306; Moy
28; Risum, “The Foreign-Policy Aspect” 95). The fourteen ve minute production was
turned into a lm by Beijing lm studio in 1956 under the directorship of Dong Ke-na 董
克娜 and Li Bing-zhong李秉忠, staring Mei Lan-fang as Yang Yu-huan, with Jiang
Miao-xiang 姜妙⾹ and Xiao Chang-hua 萧⻓华 portraying court eunuchs Pei Li-shi and
Gao Li-shi.
The romance between Emperor Xuanzong and the prized consort Yang was
frequently adopted by playwrights since antiquity, but the aspects that previous works
took the emphasis on diverged drastically. To better understand the drama, Mei Lanfang traced that the earliest reference may be traced back to the Chuanqi opera Dust
of Bronze Mirror 《磨尘鉴》 authored by Niu Shao-ya 钮少雅, a dramatist of the Ming
dynasty. However, despite the shared scenarios of the mistreated mistress seeking
consolation in profuse wine drinking, neither the spoken language nor the lyrics of both
scripts resembled. During his research, Mei Lan-fang discovered the most likely
archetype of The Drunken Beauty was the Kun opera The Inebriated One 《醉杨妃》
from Anthology of Emitted Epistles, Couples and Plays 《纳书楹曲谱补遗》 edited by
Ye Tang 叶堂 (Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 516). It was then used as the blueprint upon
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which Han opera practitioners devised Wine Soaked 醉酒 which was later adapted by
Beijing opera troupes to the Lu San-bao’s 路三宝 version (Mei, L, “Autobiography.”
517). Mei Lan-fang rst encountered the plot from his teacher Mr. Lu, another
pioneering Dan performer of his time since The Drunken Beauty was usually performed
by Dan performers specializing in female warriors as it was clustered by arias and
choreography which posited high demand on agility, strength, exibility, and endurance
(Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 224). Troubled by the conspicuous obscenity and raw
technical display, Mei Lan-fang deployed signi cant recon guration. Through
rescripting the schemas, retouching the language use, revising gesticulation, and
reassessing characterization, the earnest pupil fundamentally changed the story and
the protagonist’s disposition. According to The Inebriated One, after the false
announcement of the emperor’s arrival, the tipsy lady blatantly chased the eunuchs
around extracting salacious grati cation. Mei Lan-fang ditched the infamous lazzi.
Instead, he amended the vacancy with two pastiches in which the prized consort’s
order for more wine and her request for his majesty’s company were artfully diverted by
the goodhearted retainers (Mei, L, “Autobiography.”, 511, 512). Mail Lan-fang also cut
out the soliloquy of sensual yearning after the prized consort gulped down the o ering
of the tossing wine, and replaced it with a comic exchange playing with the allusion to
the word “tossing33”. Mei erased the lines about the prized consort’s illicit passion
towards the rebel general An Lu-shan 安禄⼭, dimmed the intensity of her accusation
directed at emperor Xuanzong for his ignorance, and abandoned the venomous
imprecation vowing to have her rival lady Mei banished with eyes scratched out and
then skinned alive (Yu). Mei Lan-fang also modi ed former renditions of stunts in
service of the storytelling. The three “swirl down 卧云 (Woyun) ” and three grounded
somersaults with the wine cup caught in between the teeth 衔杯 ( Xianbei) had always
been the highlight of physical spectacles in The Drunken Beauty, yet their unjusti ed
presence alienated the audiences from the plot in appreciation of the actor’s
adroitness. Inspired by the name of the pavilion, Mei Lan-fang rede ned the “swirl
downs” as if the prized consort was lured by the fragrance and bending down to
collect the bounty of blossoms. Later, Mei discarded one repetition. He further
distinguished the remaining two by customizing them to di erent sides and
magnitudes. The more aggressive one was rendered as if stumbling to smell and the
subtler one to pinch and then toss away a nostalgic moment of unattended
gorgeousness (Mei, L, “ Autobiography.” 508). More estranging were the somersaults in
the original version as Mei reckoned sober or squi y, it was neither usual nor likely
anyone would grab a cup with a ninety-degree backbend while rolling. Mei Lan-fang
threaded the three moments making full use of the situation. He broke down the rst
wine cup clench into two beats. Seared by the heat of the simmering liquid, the prized
consort halted halfway. Only after Pei Li-shi cooled it down did she move forward and
completed the turn. The second time was a smooth run twirling from the opposite side.
The tottering lady had taken a propensity to the roguish misconduct apprehending the
Tossing, translated from 通宵( tongxiao). The phrase means “through the full night”, with the
connotation of engagement of intimacy. The prized consort Yang took it as an insult mocking
her aloneness.
33
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shocking expression of her escort. The third time, the prized consort domesticated
legible reluctance, nishing the gyration in slow motion that had to be buttressed by
Gao Li-shi squatting, leading one hand as support. ( Mei, L, “1956 The Drunken
Beauty.” 26:16-26:45 ). The revised choreography blended seamlessly with the
depiction of the layering of drunkenness, rectifying the impression of aunting
virtuosity. At the same time, Mei Lan-fang reduced the amplitude and tuned down the
frequency of motion to avoid the association of unrestrained behavior with
wantonness. At the core of the series of enterprises was Mei Lan-fang’s reinvention of
the female lead as a gentlewoman be tting her status, wiping o the remnant of an
appalling libertine vengeful over the husband’s slight.
Due to Mei Lan-fang’s conscientious endeavor, The Drunken Beauty has been
preserved from questionable notions and thrived on the Beijing Opera stage with a
redeemed reputation. Similar principles have been adopted by Mei Lan-fang and
successors of the School of Mei, with prominence given to harmony, poetic beauty,
and moral respectability. While the process of “making blissful” or beati cation
elevated Beijing Opera from a vernacular performance of tea houses and lowbrow
entertainment quarters to an art form celebrated nationally and internationally, it is hard
to believe the overarching due of the possessing patriarch that foreshadows his
heroines in every dimension is not an inherent part of the design but innocent
unawareness. Mei Lan-fang’s work can be put into three groups, the revival of classics,
the retelling of existing stories, and the development of new scripts. Sample
productions being left mostly untouched were ones that already speak the husband’s
authority with su ciency34. Heavy cuts and shifts were adopted in performance giving
focus to other modes of conjugal or romantic relationships35. Amongst his original
works, rarely could a specimen be found not aligning with Mei’s feminine ideal36.
Targeted beati cation that resulted in his signature wives of virtue is what has
made Mei Lan-fang’s name among giants of performance art. Despite being a master
of the form and his indisputable glocal in uence, Mei Lan-fang fell short to be
considered a seminal gure in the profession. The corpus of his productions was by
large patrimony from the anteceding repertories. Being an undiscriminating learner, Mei
Lan-fang memorized the lecture demonstrations from his teachers and used them as
Examples comprise Killing the Tiger General, The Auspicious Hours, The Triumphant
Maidservant, Sword of the Universe, and Farewell, My Concubine. The original scenarios of the
corresponding scripts The Iron Hat 《铁冠图》, The West Chamber 《⻄厢记》, The Blade
《⼀⼝剑》and A Thousand Ounce of Gold 《千⾦记》are mostly left intact.
34

Instances are found in The Drunken Beauty, A Nun’s Nostalgia, and Fan Fairs. The prized
consort was chastised, the eloping nun was given a love interest, the cast and use of
indispensable properties were changed compared to the source drama The Inebriated One
《醉杨妃》, The Account of Disturbing Seas 《孽海记》 and Dream of the Red Chamber 《红
楼梦》.
35

These include Mei Lan-fang’s contemporarily attired new play A Strand of Thread and his
traditionally attired new plays Heavenly Maiden Scattering Flowers, Fleeting to the Moon and
The River Goddess.
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blueprints, adding to which customized extraction from Kun opera and pastiche of
other Beijing opera role types. Mei Lan-fang had been critiqued by cognoscenti for
mechanical appropriation and repetition of clichés (Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 576). The
plays assigned to his name were chie y infringements of popular scripts and wellreceived novels of various periods. Though during his experimental phase from the
1910s to 1920s, Mei reprinted a small number of performances from newspaper
reports commentating on social defects, none of which was of expansion any more
than that of his counterparts. The sale was mainly due to a sense of freshness as Mei
genuinely acknowledged in his autobiography (Mei, L, “ Autobiography.” 473, 474).
Moreover, instead of Mei Lan-fang, his collaborator Qi Ru-shan ⻬如⼭ was the primary
author of dialogues and lyrics with Mei Lan-fang as the choreographer and performer.
The incorporation of psychological analysis, articulation of plausible emotional states,
and direct borrowing from life could be traced to his association with the Shanghai
New Stage37 which concurrently housed operatic performance and realistic drama of
Western in uence as well as Mei Lan-fang’s exposure to Shingeki, the leading form of
Japanese theater based on realism during his stay in Japan ( LF, About Mei Lanfang
(Part 1)). Though traces of Stanislavskian in uence were felt in Mei’s dexterous
communication of emotions and making prominent of transient sentiments, the two
gurus di er fundamentally as “the System” demands spontaneity while the School of
Mei commands craft. The former is invested in living the moment while the latter
depends on the traditional praxis of pre-determined and replicable mini-scenarios. Mei
Lan-fang’s rehearsal records verify the distinction. Of all plays studied, his script
analysis preponderately leaned on the dissection of momentary emotion regarding
physical proportionality and rarely extended to purpose, goals, and objectives. He was
most interested in which direction, what elevation, and how intense a particular gaze
circumscribes than the aim of the person and implication of the gape. This may partly
explain why the producer appeared blunt to the subversive communique packed within
the gestures and demeanors. Still, skipping cognition is not an adequate excuse for
Mei Lan-fang’s lack of concern over the noxious content. The female impersonator was
only too comfortable to chisel a realm and to chisel in a realm that accommodated his
own set of rules. Neither did he contribute considerately to theoretical evolution in
acting, directing, or pedagogy. Mei Lan-fang never proposed systematic discourse on
either subject, the discursive notes from his memoir were iterations of convention or
spattered insights sparkled out of the individual performance. The academic research
compiled about his practice is exclusively performance-related studies. The most
notable was his stunning skills as a virtuoso artist, but the extent of his expertise is
unexceptional to many well-trained Dan performers of his time. To a considerable
degree, Mei Lan-fang’s international recognization was built upon the fascination with
Beijing Opera conventions and the excitement of initial exposure to the stylistic
Shanghai New Stage 上海新舞台 (Shanghai Xinwutai), also known as “ The Foremost
Amusement Park of the Far East 远东第⼀游乐场”， was the rst proscenium theater equipped
with machinery and modern lighting in China. Built in 1908, the theater introduced Western
production such as Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin and George Bernard Shaw’s
Mrs. Warren’s Profession to the Chinese audience while housing “Contemporarily Attired Plays”
of the operatic genre in support of modernist reform. ( “Shanghai Xinwutai.” )
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spectacles in foreign arenas that should not be addressed as substantiation of his
eclipsing merit. At the same time, not all actors of equitable magnitude fare the chance
to share their techniques aboard, leaving Mei as the sole receiver of exaltation
worldwide. Cheng Yan-qiu 程砚秋, Shang Xiao-yun 尚⼩云, Xun Hui-sheng 荀慧⽣ were
Mei’s contemporaries of distinctive avor yet paralleling in eminence and aptitude (Shi).
Being crowned as “the four paragons amongst Dan performers 四⼤名旦”, Cheng,
Shang, Xun, and Mei each claimed the laurel for the portrayal of females in misery, the
rendition of women of prowess, the embodiment of vivacious juveniles, and the
incarnation of graceful wives (Shi). What distinguished Mei is his specialization in “the
canonized consort” which personi es feminine virtues of beauty, grace, wisdom,
bravery, and innocence scrutinized by foremost loyalty to the connubial bond.
Apart from his professional trajectory, Mei Lan-fang’s personal life also induces
perpendicular inquiries to his stance on the tie between man and wife. Mei Lan-fang
was concurrently married to Wang Ming-hua, Fu Zhi-fang, and Meng Xiao-dong. His
handling of the three women lends insight to the mantling subservience observed in his
work from an unassessed angle.

The Miserable Wives
Mei Lan-fang’s rst wife Wang Ming-hua was born to another Dan performer
Wang Shun-fu in 1892. She married Mei Lan-fang in 1910 when Mei was su ering
from his mother’s death and temporary retirement from the stage due to pubertal voice
change. At that time, Mei was still an unnamed amateur straining in poverty. Wang
Ming-hua came into his life and supported Mei through this dark period and born him a
son and a daughter. In addition to running the family, Wang Ming-hua contributed
substantially to Mei Lan-fang’s career. When he was preparing shows, she was his
hairdresser, make-up artist, and costume designer. Before the 1930s, women were not
allowed near the stage and Wang Ming-hua appeared in Mei’s dressing room carefully
disguised as a young lad to assist her husband in elaborate attires. When Mei was
performing, “he” took on the role of a faithful assistant always waiting behind the
curtain with a pot of warm herbal tea. When Mei was touring in Japan, she
accompanied him as a competent agent and heedful stage manager overseeing all
relevant a airs. When he was receiving foreign friends, she took care that his mansion
and his mistress would be adding to Mei’s pride. To fully dedicated her attention to Mei
Lan-fang’s employment and not be sidetracked by the inconvenience of pregnancy,
Wang Ming-hua received a sterilization operation. However, fate had shown no mercy
to the devoted woman who made Mei Lan-fang her life's purpose. Wang Ming-hua’s
son died in 1915 and then followed the little girl in 1916. To reconcile the heartbroken
parents, the elders of the Wang household proposed to let them adopt Wang Minghua’s nephew. Mei Lan-fang refused, determined to have his children continue his
legacy. Despite falling ill, Wang Ming-hua gave in and arranged Mei’s matrimony with
Fu Zhi-fang. When Fu volunteered to surrender her rstborn as Wang’s child, the
generous woman declined, ceded all the managerial power to the new bride, and
parted her beloved home, taking residence in a hospital in another city. In 1926, Mei
Lan-fang nally remembered to visit Wang Ming-hua. He came with his mistress Meng
Xiao-dong. Learning they were to join hands as man and wife, the magnanimous
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woman gave them her blessings. To reassure Meng Xiao-dong of the legitimacy of her
engagement with Mei Lan-fang, Wang Ming-hua made the vow when Wang passed
away that Meng was to inherit her title of being Mei’s legal wife. Wang Ming-hua died
alone in 1929 and the only promise he ful lled was a spot in his cemetery ( “ Wang
Ming-hua.”; “ Desperate Love, Desperate Loneliness.”; “Mei Lanfang’s Original Wife
Wang Minghua.” 38) In Mei Lan-fang’s memoir, amongst the over one thousand pages
of recounts, there were only two instances that manifested Wang Ming-hua’s existence.
On page 566, Mei brie y mentioned his “ex-wife Wang Ming-hua” thought of a
particular hairstyle that resolved his di culty, and On page 1297, in the second
appendix titled Timeline of Mei Lan-fang’s Production, Mei wrote “1910 ( The year of
Xuantong) Sixteen: Being married to Wang Yu-lou’s sister Wang Ming-hua.” (Mei, L,
“ Autobiography.” ) Wang Ming-hua gave him all she possessed, and Mei accepted it
for granted. Gradually, Wang’s indulgence made it habitual for Mei to treat her as a
mere resource. When Wang could no longer answer to his demands of bringing him
heirs, Mei substituted without much disturbance on his moral sense and made no e ort
to keep the extra gure when she o ered to set out. While Wang was decaying alone,
the only thing Mei recollected was taking back her position and using it to secure his
latest fancy.
Fu Zhi-fang was born to a poor couple of Manchu ethnicity in 1905. Fu Zhi-fang
was introduced to Mei Lan-fang when they both studying Beijing Opera from Wu Lingxian 吴菱仙. In 1921, at the age of sixteen, Fu Zhi-fang became Mei Lan-fang’s second
wife with the agreement to equal the status of Wang Ming-hua39. After marrying Mei
Lan-fang, Fu Zhi-fang ceased all engagements in performance, taking care of her
husband while spending unoccupied time learning to read and write. During the forty
years together, Fu Zhi-fang gave birth to nine children, but only four survived and lived
to adulthood. After Wang Ming-hua’s departure, Fu Zhi-fang administered Mei Lanfang’s daily life as well as the show business. In 1927, regardless of Fu Zhi-fang’s
distress, Mei Lan-fang bought another four-quarter compound and kept Meng Xiaodong as his mistress. When Meng Xiao-dong broke up with the undeserving lover, Fu
Zhi-fang received Mei with unchanged tenderness. During the Japanese occupation,
Mei Lan-fang withdraw from the stage and kept his beard in protest of terrorism
When researching Wang Ming-hua, Fu Zhi-fang, and Meng Xiao-dong, the author of the
paper discovers most articles available were in informal format from unacademic sources such
as blog posts, historical literature, and personal commentary with no proper citation. Though
the major events and incidents con rm the description from Mei Lan-fang’s biography,
autobiography, and the more dependable encyclopedic resources, details of years, dates, and
exactness in the quotations at times contradict.
38

In 1912, under the law of the Republic of China polygamy was outlawed. The rules were
mainly addressing to taking concubines, as simultaneously wedded to more than one spouse
was historically forbidden. However, allowance was given to Mei Lan-fang. He was the only
male heir of both his parental household as well as his uncle’s to whom Mei was the foster son
through informal adoption. According to the practice of “paralleling households” 兼祧, the
double responsibility of extending the lineage under di erent male heads enabled Mei Lan-fang
to take establish separate families with two wives. Though unacknowledged by the
constitution, the convention was widely received amongst civilians well into the last third of the
twentieth century ( “Paralleling Households.”).
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against his fellow countrymen. While Mei was taken under custody due to
incompliance with Wang Jingwei’s puppet regime40 and the family struggled with a
negative income balance, Fu Zhi-fang pawned her engagement keepsake, sold her
items, and risked imprisonment to auction antiques to sustain the running of the
household. When the authorities froze Mei’s Hongkong and England bank accounts
and attacked acquaintances that dared to lend a helping hand, Fu Zhi-fang
encouraged Mei to stand to his principles and put his paintings for sale. Learning the
government planned to use the exhibition in favor of their propaganda, regardless of
her safety, Fu Zhi-fang took a paper cutter and destroyed all 170 pieces of artwork and
told the minister of foreign a airs her husband surrenders his art but not his
nationalistic heart. When the troupers came in hope of forcefully seizing Mei to the
performance venue, Fu Zhi-fang speedily brought out in Mei a high fever that foiled the
appalling attempt. Fu’s valor helped Mei Lan-fang overcome his nervousness over the
potential consequence, her wisdom and unconditional support enabled Mei to hold on
to his ground. Fu Zhi-fang was not only an intrepid warrior, but at the same time, she
was also a solicitous sweetheart. Fu Zhi-fang was talented in knitting and tailormade all
Mei’s heavy wear when streamlined products from factories no longer t his aging
body. When Mei Lan-fang passed away, Fu Zhi-fang held back her tears and calmly
managed the funeral to observe all of Mei Lan-fang’s wishes. During the cultural
revolution41, Beijing Opera practitioners and their families su ered unimaginable
inhumanity from the political movement. Mei Lan-fang’s collaborators, the leading
Sheng actor Ma Lian-liang ⻢连良, Zhou Xin-fang 周信芳 Li Shao-chun 李少春 and
many of their beloved ones were tortured to death. Though Xi Xiao-bo 奚啸伯 was
fortunate to survive, the havoc physically and emotionally paralyzed the artist and he
was never able to mouth another tune. Amongst the remaining Dan impersonators,
Gou Hui-sheng, and Shang Xiao-yun were killed by brutal beating and over-exertion,
and Mei Lan-fang’s most competent pupil Yan Zhu-hui ⾔珠慧, powerless against being
publicly disgraced chose to commit suicide. Other distinguished practitioners Qiu
Sheng-rong 裘盛戎, Gai Jiao-tian盖叫天, Bai Yu-kun ⽩⽟昆, Yang Bao-zhong 杨宝忠
The Wang Jing-wei Puppet Regime 汪伪政府 was the reorganized national government of
the Republic of China, the marionette state of the Empire of Japan in the far east, a
collaborationist government composed of o cers who defected to the side of foreign invaders
in occupied Nanjing from 1940 to 1945 known for the espousal of subordination and
persecution of patriots ( “Wang Jingwei Regime.”)
40

The Cultural Revolution ⽂化⼤⾰命, formally known as the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution was a social-political movement from 1966 to 1976 with the stated goal of
extinguishing remnants of capitalist in uence, purging the orthodox and traditional elements
across the nation, and reimposing Mao Zedong’s ordinance as the dominant ideology of the
Chinese society. The movement led to the estimated unnatural death of between ve hundred
thousand to two million and an incalculable amount of in icted disabilities, framed
imprisonment, mandatory labor, and vicious torture beyond humane tolerance (Philips). As a
result of the ten-year of turmoil, bloodshed, hunger, and stagnation, the basic trust between
people was devastated, economic activities went through towering setbacks, and the vast
majority of historical sites, cultural materials, and valuable records were destroyed (“ Cultural
Revolution.” ).
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Even Fu Zhi-fang’s remonstration to Meng Xiao-dong should not be apprehended as the
outcome of envy and insecurity. If so, Fu Zhi-fang would behave toward Wang Ming-hua with
the same intensity and remove the rival from the shared burial ground as the charge person of
Mei’s funeral rites instead of viewing Wang as an elder sister and having her own son perform
lial duties to Wang’s commemoration. Yet Fu Zhi-fang believed that to Mei Lan-fang, Meng
Xiao-dong would be a menace instead of a helping force. First of all, Fu was con dent in the
management of Mei’s a airs. Secondly, not only taking further illegal concubines would dim
Mei’s reputation, Fu was immensely concerned about Mei’s safety, fearing for Meng’s fanatic
fans and the reoccurrence of targeted shootings. She would play devil’s advocate and act
against her husband’s wishes to save him from the association with the inauspicious lady.
42

Old Sheng ⽼⽣, also known as straight Sheng 正⽣, whiskered Sheng 须⽣, and bearded
Sheng 胡⼦⽣ is a subcategory under male roles in Beijing Opera performance, referring to
stage representations of men beyond middle age. Instead of falsetto, Sheng performers
exclusively use the real voice in singing and utterance (“Old Sheng.”)
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all expired ahead of their time owning to the manmade catastrophe. The eight hundred
and seventy scripts passed to clown players Liu Bin-kun 刘斌昆’s keeping were all torn
to pieces and could be recovered no more ( Ding). When the guards came, the widow
Fu Zhi-fang and her children were thrown out of their lodging. Instead of the hotheaded
display of vehemence or collapsing in despair, Fu Zhi-fang bore humiliation and
unrelenting harassment with unusual stamina and preserved all the valuable materials
Mei Lan-fang handed into her keeping. She died of a stroke in 1980 while editing a
volume on Beijing Opera and was buried along Mei Lan-fang and Wang Ming-hua ( “Fu
Zhi-fang.”; “ Fu Zhi-fang: Mei Lan-fang’s “Lady of Resistance”.” ). As to Fu Zhi-fang,
similar to Wang Ming-hua, Mei only mentioned her once in the appendix brie y
describing his second marriage (Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 1304.” ). Being the muse of
his art, the keeper of his chamber, the mother of his children, being the defender of his
mission, being the custodian of his practice, Fu Zhi-fang demonstrated all that a man
could aspire to have in his other half. Through thick and thin, Fu was always there for
Mei Lan-fang, caring for him, bearing his weakness, and forgiving his breach of faith
with muni cence. She could be demure, she could be erce, she could be obdurate,
she could be pliant. The submission of disposition and diversity of characteristics were
all dedicated to Mei’s service42. Slowly, the husband became dependent on Fu Zhifang’s devotion and to a degree moved by her staunch delity. Yet from the beginning
to end, she was received as no more than a vehicle for child-bearing and a tool for
child-rearing, the utmost Mei had ever given Fu was the a rmation of camaraderie
while keeping his heart open to impending infatuation and losing his passion to the
unattainable mirage.
Meng Lan-fang’s third “wife” Meng Xiao-dong was born in 1908 to a theater
family. Meng Xiao-dong was initiated to Beijing Opera at the age of ve. She started
appearing on stage at seven. By the age of fourteen, Meng’s specialization in
portraying old Sheng43 had won her ardent admiration throughout Shanghai, and was
given the sobriquet “Sovereign Dong 冬皇” for her outstanding expertise. In 1925,
Meng went to Beijing where she teamed with Mei Lan-fang in Swirling Dragon
Frolicking Phenix 《游⻰戏凤》as Emporer Wuzong of Ming while Mei was cast as the
female lead Li Feng-jie. The phenomenal pair collaborated in several other shows, and

enthralled by the unparallel artistic experience, they grew attached. Conforming to the
anticipation of enthusiastic connaisseurs44, the couple “married” in 1927. According to
Mei’s proposal, Meng Xiao-dong was to replace his hospitalized rst wife Wang Minghua who had long withdrawn from his family a airs. Nonetheless, Fu Zhi-fang’s rm
objection disabled Meng from setting foot in the household. Therefore, Mei kept Meng
Xiao-dong in an independent abode. Yet Meng Xiao-dong’s retirement from the stage
outraged a fanatic fan that he broke into Mei’s home with a pistol and challenged Mei
to a duel. The arbitrator was killed by accident and the police executed the o ender on
spot. Whether to shun danger or distance himself from the negative impacts, Mei Lanfang began to pull away from Meng. In 1930, Mei Lan-fang’s foster mother passed
away. When Meng Xiao-dong went to pay her respect, the Mei family refused to allow
her to wear mourning cloth as a daughter-in-law. Fu Zhi-fang was uncompromising in
not admitting Meng Xiao-dong. Abiding Mei’s word, Meng Xiao-dong arrived at the
funeral site in proper attire. The six-month pregnant Fu Zhi-fang blocked the entrance,
unbecomingly perturbed, swearing on her life and that of her three children to have
Meng Xiao-dong removed. Whether out of spinelessness or fear, Mei ordered Meng’s
departure. Upon exit, Mei Xiao-dong gave Mei Lan-fang her last words that when she
is to reappear on stage, she would not be his inferior; when she is to remarry, the man
of her choice will shudder the city. Startlingly that the vouch of both women somehow
turned into an unfathomable reality, Fu Zhi-fang lost three of her kids afterward and
Meng Xiao-dong’s prowess in performance and connection with Du Yue-sheng made
her a legendary woman (Wang and Ma). Whether it shall be read as the drama of living
or the twist of fate, through the lapse of years one could still feel the desperation and
harrowing pain that Mei Lan-fang’s actions had in icted upon the two women. By
persuading Meng not to make a scene and quietly take leave, Mei Lan-fang chose to
turn his back on the helpless woman. In 1931, Meng Xiao-dong formally broke up with
Mei Lan-fang. Making the decision was extremely tormenting. Meng Xiao-dong fell
gravely ill and intended to give up the earthly world and become a Buddhist nun for
some time. Through the mediation of her patron Du Yue-sheng 杜⽉笙, Meng
eventually received a considerable sum in alimony which Mei kept stretching the
payment date. As one of the three top executives of the Green Gang, a secret society
and disciplined criminal organization that had the determining power in Shanghai from
the early to the mid-twentieth century, Du Yue-sheng had been looking over Meng
Xiao-dong since rst seeing her performance in 1925. Sensing Mei Lan-fang’s lack of
intention to ful ll the promised compensation, Du Yue-sheng took out the sum from his
pocket and telephoned Mei Lan-fang, “notifying” Mei he may take the time to collect
the money as his new creditor was not in a particular rush. The frightened debitor
instantly sold a house and turned in the payment promptly. Compared to Mei Lanfang’s egotism, Du Yue-sheng’s companion was esteemable. The mobster never
Another account revealed it Mei and Meng’s partnership was the campaign of the Mei Party
梅党 composed of Mei Lan-fang’s major collaborators. By introducing Meng Xiao-dong into the
Mei household, the group aspired to o set Fu Zhi-fang’s stronghold on Mei Lan-fang. At the
same time, instead of leaving the young actress to grow to her full potential and became a
mighty rival over the auditorium, Meng’s talent was appraised as a valuable asset to further
Mei’s career once she gave in to Mei’s pursuit and be con ned to the domicile (Wan and Ma).
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exercised his power over Meng Xiao-dong. Despite the discrepancy in status and age,
he respected her, supported her, protected her, and cherished her. When Meng was in
love with another, he stepped back and leave her undisturbed. When Meng was
deserted, he stood up and use his in uence to restall her justice. When the war started,
he gave shelter to the hapless wanderer without expecting the return of a ection. In
fact, without Du Yue-sheng’s volitional assistance, Meng Xiao-dong would have been
taken by several transgressors of tough backgrounds without being able to return to
the stage. When Meng expressed the wish to marry, though his declining health no
longer supported exertion, the sixty-three-years old groom indulged his bride with the
most memorable wedding. Taking pity on her su ering and fearing for the childless
mistress’s later years, on his death bed, Du arranged for Meng to become the foster
mother of his youngest son and bequest her one- fth of the family property and more
than one-third of his savings (Li, K.). The comparison of the two leading gures of
1930s Shanghai evinces Mei Lan-fang’s maltreatment of Meng Xiao-dong and his other
wives should not be generically explained away as limitations of his time and
submission to dominating consensus. To continue Meng Xiao-dong’s story, due to
continuing disturbance from incessant rumors, Meng Xiao-dong posted o cial
announcements of her dissociation with Mei Lan-fang on L’Impartial 《⼤公报》, the
state-owned newspaper disconnecting all association with Mei Lan-fang in 1933. In
1938, Mei went to Yu Shu-yan 余叔岩 to further her skills in acting and established the
unquestionable position as “the rst female performer of bearded Sheng” and the
“foremost Sheng actress”. After ten years of courtship, Meng Xiao-dong moved in with
Du Yue-sheng and became Du’s wedded concubine in 1950. Mei met Meng once in
Hongkong in1955 as the spokesperson of the communist party to persuade Meng to
return and serve the country which Meng declined. Mei retreated, taking with him Mei’s
accompanist. They had never contacted each other ever since. Yet believable or not,
an anecdote revealed that in her later years, Meng Xiao-dong had only kept two
people’s portraits at the head of her bed, one being her mentor Yu Shu-yan, the other
Mei Lan-fang ( “Meng Xiao-dong.”; Wan and Ma; Murong). Yet Mei Lan-fang and his
team completely scored out Meng Xiao-dong’s touch on his life, whether as a partner
or as a fellow artist. No clue of Meng Xiao-dong could be traced in Mei’s autobiography
or his biography compiled by Mei’s son and grandson where Mei Lan-fang’s family
members, collaborators, friends, and notable students were all given deserving
acknowledgment ( Mei, L, “Autobiography.”; Mei, S, and Mei, W). Mei Xiao-dong was
the one woman whom Mei Lan-fang hosted sentiments closest to love. She was the
only woman that prompted Mei to the most valiant and humbling measures the
indecisive and self-absorbed man ever took in his life. Mei had always believed women
were not t as men to portray feminity, yet he taught Meng Xiao-dong the full script of
the school of Mei classic Farewell, My Concubine verse by verse and gesture by
gesture long before taking other female tutees ( Lin). When Meng left, Mei Lan-fang
stood outside the Meng residence for a whole night to beg Meng Xiao-dong to return.
In 1943, instead of Dan, Mei initiated his only daughter Bao-yue to study old Sheng.
Before his unexpected death, Mei was still listening to Mei Xiao-dong’s stage recording
( “Mei Bao-yue.”). For Meng Xiao-dong, Mei had shifted his stance and given up a lot
of his old beliefs, a commitment that Wang Ming-hua and Fu Zhi-fang never
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experience. Yet eventually, the stronghold of male supremacy triumphed over Mei’s
a ection, forever detaching Mei from the one person that could have complemented
the de ciency of his art and life. Instead of stereotypical compliance, the collision that
Meng Xiao-dong’s unyielding spirit represented would have assisted Mei in growing
into a more compassionate and caring being.
Mei Lan-fang’s wives share an astonishing resemblance with the female
characters he was most known for. It was probable that years of companionship had
dribbled into the creative assimilation. It was also possible their possession of certain
attributes that authenticated Mei’s idealization led to his admiration and courtship in
the rst place. Mei Lan-fang was for sure a connoisseur of beauty. Paralleling Mei Lanfang’s stage presence, all three of his ladies were beyond fair. Though only black and
white photographs were left to appraise their complexion, the women’s marvelous
features alone were enough to make a stunning impression. Being the mistress of the
family, Wang Ming-hua’s comeliness and good taste had always been the object of
envy amongst the guests ( ‘Wang Ming-hua.”). Fu Zhi-fu’s splendor had drawn too
much-unwanted attention that the mother had to dress as a man to escort her to
school ever since early adolescence (“Fu Zhi-fang.”). Middle schoolers or whitebearded seniors, laymen or professionals, gangsters or socialites, Meng Xiao-dong’s
exquisiteness was worshipped by fans of varied stations and age groups (Murong).
Also, like Mei’s “ holy women”, Wang Ming-hua, Fu Zhi-fang, and Meng Xiaodong manifested unquestioned sacri ce, steadfast devotion, and unremitting love
despite his brutality, inconsistency, and betrayal. In Wang Ming-hua, one sees the
heavenly maiden, the nameless assistant who takes delight in exerting herself on
behalf of his occupation. One sees Hong-niang from The Auspicious Hour and The
Triumphant Matchmaker, the faithful companion who voluntarily gives up the wife’s
authority and hands over the love of her life into the hands of the ones that he desires.
One sees Miss Lin from A Strand of Thread and Lady Yu of Farewell, My Concubine,
the unswerving mates who died for the scanty tenderness bestowed from the destined
superior. One sees the river goddess, the dedicated phantom whose lingering thoughts
reside with the hardhearted lover long after her expiry. In Fu Zhi-fang, one glimpses the
prized consort from The Drunken Beauty, the helpless gentlewoman who pines in
silence when her lord is frequent the chamber of another. One also glimpses Fei Zhen-e
from Killing the Tiger General and Zhao Yan-rong from Sword of the Universe, the artful
retainer and faithful guardian of the husband’s legacy. In Meng Xiao-dong, one sights
Zhao Se-kong from A Nun’s Nostalgia, a daring girl who forsakes her standing and
provision in pursuit of his momentary indulgence. One sights Chang-e from Fleeting to
the Moon, the abused wife who is eternally enmeshed by the yearning for the
perpetrator. One sights Qing-wen, the stubborn maidservant who hosts the master
deep into her soul despite the display of loathing and resentment.
Concurrently, Mei himself betrayed the traits of the scripted proprietors. To
Wang Ming-hua, he was the Gautama buddha. It never occurred that he owned credit
and appreciation to the assiduity of an inferior. Mei was Zhang Jun-rui who
shamelessly wrench out her cooperation and put it into the courtship of other women.
Worse than Mister Qian and Lord Xiang whose failure was out of impotence other than
negligence, Mei didn’t even put in the e ort to preserve his lady. Mei was also Cao Zijian, who only recalled the expiring beauty when ruminating over making convenience
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The Regenerative Exposure
Renowned for his ethereal stage presence and the vivacious characterization of
female characters of miscellaneous backgrounds and situations, one could have easily
mistaken Mei Lan-fang’s productions as advocacy for the elimination of sexism against
women and an aesthetic envisioning of egalitarian gender construct through the
promotion of recognition and appreciation. Yet the unitary theme that enthralls in
feminine pulchritude, the non-negotiable insistence on her unilateral duty to the male
head, and the double standard posited for the two genders bespeak the reinforcement
of toxic machismo.

The Masculinist Fantacies
No single female role Mei Lan-fang portrayed was not applauded for its
exquisiteness. In addition to Mei Lan-fang’s distinctive features that naturally be t the
depiction of feminine irresistibility, mammoth preparation was devoted to the saturation
of “her” beauty. From the elaborate headpiece to lavish stage make-up, from robes
made out of rich fabric to dresses embroidered with delicate patterns, from carefully
chosen choreography properties to dainty accessories, every aspect of her external
being was shining in magni cence. However, the composition and the principles
heeded were inspired by, in uenced by, and to be tailored to the predominantly male
aesthetics of Mei’s time with allusion to periodic authenticity. For instance, the costume
of the heavenly maiden was directly referencing The Teaching of Vimalakirti 《维摩演教
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for his tryst out her decease. To Fu Zhi-fang, Mei Lan-fang was Emperor Xuzong of
Tang who comfortably forsook his promise to frequent the garden of another romantic
interest. Mei was emperor Chongzhen, who had to depend on the valor and strategy of
his slighted consort to actualize his patriotism and justify his righteousness. Mei was
also Kuan Fu, the impotent husband who disappeared to god-knows-nowhere leaving
his wife alone to face the crisis. To Meng Xiao-dong, Mei was the unnamed youth, the
careless Romeo whose behavior left the girl alone to face the consequence. Mei was
Hou-yi, the miserly husband whose reluctance to let go was more out of unwillingness
to part with his fortune than his disagreeing a ection. Mei was also Jia Bao-yu, the
ckle lover who responded to all intrigues and for none hosted resoluteness.
The instances from Mei Lan-fang’s personal life reveal the peremptory
implementation of masculine egocentrism that further evinces the dogged insistence of
female submission surfaced in his play is not simply inadvertence. O stage, Mei Lanfang in icted female su ering without much bother or discomfort. On stage, Mei
portrayed feminine su erings with ease and con dence.
The modern perspectives might be outraged by the artist’s poor conduct and his
egomaniacal demeanors, more overwhelming is the rami cation of Mei Lan-fang’s
productions and their unscrutinized popularity. The celebration of compliance, the
beati cation of su ering, and the idealization of sacri ce were e ective promotions of
insalubrious gender dynamics that deserve keen attention and readdress. The following
discussion will dissect Mei’s stylish practice in light of its service to masculinist
fantasies, anti-feminist brainwashing, an updated version of antiquarian nostalgia, and
the “orientalist” appeal.

图》painted by Li Gong-lin, a famous male artist of the Song Dynasty with changes
made to accommodate the conservativeness of early twentieth century that dissented
honoring of female sexuality ( Mei, S and Mei, L 118-120). The design of Chang-e’s
outlook was also sourced from paintings of palace maids with adjustments made
according to comments received from Mei’s male colleagues. The only known female
contribution was an idea from Mei’s wife Wang Ming-hua the artist endowed when
losing his mind over Chang-e’s hairstyle ( Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 564-567). Normally,
Mei Lan-fang was the major originator of the heroine’s out t with nalized version
con rmed by his team made exceptionally out of men. Though during the earlier
period, Mei Lan-fang always preserved the power to veto Wang Ming-hua’s
recommendations. As Mei noted in his autobiography that his conception of the visual
aspect was hugely indebted to lessons in painting that he received through
acquaintance with Wang Meng-bai 王梦⽩, Chen Shi-zeng 陈师曾、Jin Gong-bei ⾦拱
北、Yao Mang-fu 姚茫⽗、Wang Ge-shi 汪蔼⼠、Chen Ban-ding 陈半丁 and Qi Bai-shi
⻬⽩⽯, an all-male ensemble ( Mei, L, “ Autobiography.” 496). Most decisive was the
fact that women had long been forbidden access to the stage as performers and as
audiences, though the rules were gradually loosening, not until the 1930s females were
given full permission to participate (Xu 28, 78, 79). While it took time for men and
women to have equal presence in performance venues, unsurprising for a large part of
his career Mei and his team had been plowing the scripts with men in mind as primary
customers, and the audience response consulted to further re nement was also in
accordance to men’s taste and expectation. Resultantly, the capability to anticipate,
observe, lead, and eventually shape men’s perception of feminine charm was a
permanent dimension of Mei’s popularity.
Secondly, Mei Lan-fang’s approach to the plot and character behested women
with an unreasonably high standard as to her commitment to the patriarch. Mei Lanfang’s iterations demanded not only obedience but the ultimate devotion which
necessitates her to act with foresight and at times act against the decree and
compliance to his immediate grati cation but with deliberation to the master’s lasting
welfare. As to the rst category, comprehending the unuttered preference of the
sovereign, the prized consort meekly absorbed her disappointment and resigned to her
quarters without letting the fussing disturb his pleasurable moments. Hong-niang
would abid whatever Zhang Jun-rui put on her list regardless of her self-interest, the
impending harm to the household, and her mistress. In the second category, as an
unasked-for favor, Fei Zhen-e assassinated the rebel general to avenge the death of
her lord. Lady Yu took her own life to free Lord Xiang the concern for her safety and not
to have her body de led by the enemies when their side was doomed to defeat. In the
third category, the river goddess declined Cao Zi-jian’s entreaty of intimacy to help
erase her memory from his mind and Qing-wen impeded Jiao Bao-yun’s incessant
advances to save his reputation. Being a device that complimented male supremacy
and egocentrism, resolute prioritization of men’s well-being made Mei Lan-fang’s
maidens the more attractive to the staunch masculinists as the artistic rati cation that
gave ground to their innermost hankering.
Thirdly, Mei Lan-fang’s performances upheld unidentical reckoning as to how
men and women were to behave. While men concurrently hanging around the apron of
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several women was illustrated as magnetic, women who had expressed a inch in faith
were immediately condemned and subject to severe punishment. Miss Lin was struck
by a vicious disease because of her prejudice against the less able-bodied and
intellectually challenged husband. Chang-e was removed from her familiar environment
and sentenced to an eternity of loneliness for abandoning her husband’s word. Lady
Zhen was beheaded hosting an unspoken liking for her brother-in-law. Yet Zhang Junrui, Jia Bao-yu, Cao Zi-jian, Emperor Xuanzong of Tang, and Emperor Chongzhen of
Ming, the males that were equipped with more than a couple of bosom friends all had
been painted as charismatic protagonists. Moreover, in Mei’s iteration, while women
were prescribed tenacious adherence to the magnanimous endearment, men could
treat their ladies whatever came out of the moment, however inappropriate or vicious.
The smooth progression of the story gave the feeling that Emperor Xuanzong’s breach
of the word, Cao Zi-jian’s indiscriminating dalliance, Jia Bao-yu’s promiscuity, the
unseemingly conduct of the unspeci ed youth, Zhang Jun-rui’s seduction, and Hou-yi’s
domestic violence along with the attempted murder were but trivial matters quotidian
to the male-female relationship. The generous exemption gives further credence to the
masculine sense of superiority.
From pro le to comportment, from conduct to intention, Mei’s embodiment of
the diversi ed nymphs gives such a gentle scratch to the machismo craving. So much
so that when coming to taking wives, the dan performer and the cohort he symbolized
became men’s highest aspiration. “To mistress as Mei Lan-fang” became a popular
catchphrase amongst the civilians in Shanghai (Xu 95).

The Anti-feminist Brainwashing
To the vast majority of Chinese women that had been long prevented from
unshackled self-assertion and unrestrained self-expression, Mei Lan-fang’s canonized
victims further impair the attainment of a healthy self-image and vigorous selfperception. In addition to an almost religious obeisance that obliges the complete
surrender of selfhood, Mei’s stardom and his celebrity production broadcasted the
exoneration of male inadequacy through externalization of domestic con icts, and the
necessity of self-discrimination and self-destruction that covertly imposes acceptance
of feminine inferiority. According to Mei Lan-fang’s logic, whenever things go wrong,
blame never resides with the husband but with the wife or the circumstance. Taking the
lead, the female roles in Mei’s production all reacted becomingly and showered the
impossible husbands with unbecoming clemency. Instead of acknowledging Lord
Xiang’s lack of military genius, by suicide Lady Yu retaliated on the occasion. Instead of
taking the lady’s man Cao Zi-jian as who he is, the river goddess pines over fate for its
lack of mercy. Instead of calling out Zhang Jun-rui’s indecency, Hong-nian blames
Ying-ying’s compromise of integrity on the old Ms. Cui’s hindrance. Instead of holding
Jia Bao-yu responsible for his wanton demeanors, Qing-wen berates the other
maidservants for being too weak to give in to his desires. Instead of accepting Kuang
Fu’s short of skills in political dealings, Zhao Yan-rong guilted her father and the head
of state for the calamity upon the Kuang family. Instead of noting Emperor
Chongzhen’s cowardices, Fei Zhen-e retaliated against the winners of the prize for her
master’s demise. Instead of frowning upon the lad’s indecision and inaction, Zhao Sekong decries the nunnery for separating the young souls from uniting. Instead of
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avenging Emperor Xuanzong for duplicity, the prized consort was intoxicated by her
inability to retain his fancy. Instead of anatomizing Hou-yi’s wickedness, Chang-e
repents her minor transgression as the main cause of the failing relationship. Instead of
registering Mister Qian’s incapability of his preservation, Miss Lin reckoned her initial
rejection as the cause of the tragedy.
More so was Mei Lan-fang’s strategical beati cation of the su erers and their
su ering which creates a meritorious illusion that appeals to imitation. In Farewell, My
Concubine, the stylized movements downplayed Lady Yu’s agony, and the smooth
choreography and leisurely gesticulation promote a bewitching harmony that’s rather
ritualistic and devoid of hurtfulness. In The Drunken Beauty, the tranquil expression and
undisturbed demeanor undermined the magnitude of the abandoned spouse’s
despondency. Flabby drunkenness was underscored as a fascination that implied
foremost youthful forgetfulness and mesmerizing vitality, shifting a dreary situation into
a jolly scenario of playfulness. In The River Goddess, admiration ignited by the
glamorous set, fashionable attire, and the modish entourage vanquished the internal
combat between sense and sensibility and turned the sylph’s unutterable torment into
a bustling festivity that celebrated status through the richness of sensation. In Fleeting
to the Moon, Fan Fairs, and The Heavenly Maiden Scatters Flowers, attentions were
snatched by the dexterous handling of intriguing dance props from auxiliary injections
that inspired awe rather than identi cation with the heroine’s negative emotional
experience, namely terror, wrath, and apathy. In Sword of Universe and Killing the Tiger
General, not only did the unsmeared make-up and tidy hairdo impair the embodiment
of urgency, Mei’s ultra-calculated deportment, and un ustered carriage fundamentally
sabotaged the perception of pressure. The life and death situation was diminished to
an elegant dollhouse exhibition, the desirability propelled ownership instead of the
natural ght or ight response. Though no live record was available for A Strand of
Thread and The West Chamber series, from existing production photos one nds the
fair protagonists and their dainty ways of behaving an instantaneous draw.
At the same time, Mei’s exploits of presentation structure and performance
convention further alienated the potential feminist viewers into the swirl of holistic
spectacles, enfeebling intellectual engagement, and disabling critical re ection. Beijing
Opera is a type of non-realistic musical theater rather than the misnomer “opera” had
implied. Instead of having music as the core element, the genre is distinguished by the
equal importance and intermingle of singing, speech, choreography, and stage
combat. Most of Mei Lan-fang’s productions strictly followed the traditional construct.
The exaggerated make-up, the emblematic objects, the symbolic gestures, the
distorted in ection, the laggard tempo, and the truant scenes could be extremely
challenging for fresh encounterers to su ciently grasp the plot and basic character
relationships, not to mention penetrating thoughts and e ective analysis. Mei Lan-fang
adopted the typical Dan and Sheng facial make-up with thick black lines inking around
the eyes and eyebrows and peach red rough radiating from the inner eye corners to the
temple and cheek area layered atop oil-based white paint. The prepared visage of the
painted face and clown characters incorporated even more intricated colors and
codi ed patterns that blur the anatomical structure of a human face. The renderings
were stereotypical to the role type and far from identical to everyday people. Instead of
corresponding the staged interchange to the familiar daily occurrence, the scheme was
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more likely to be interpreted as fantasies of an adjacent realm. Also, Mei’s performance
inherited the denotative use of the cast and stage props to designate space. Whether
being a garden, a tent, a boudoir, a study, or a hotel, most occasions were built out of
two stools and a table with an erected picture of Chinese watercolor as the backdrop.
The actor’s footsteps and the altered formations of the retinue indicate the switch of
location. For appreciators new to a script, it was very easy to lose direction and get
confused by the whereabouts before sparing focus on the pathos of the moment. As to
the intricate hand gestures, not only did they dazzle, the use was often associated with
supplanting unuttered intentions and explicating hidden meanings that may counter
what’s being sung and being said. Yet accessibility of the layer of knowledge
necessitated initiation, cultivation, and time. Immunity to the riddle would also act
against critical assessment. Though Mei’s productions were conducted in mandarin,
even to native Chinese speakers that the sharp and shrieking vocal quality coupled
with imprecise in ection and archaic language style was particularly hard to
comprehend without the making convenience of subtitles. More challenging were the
lyrics with the added disruption of instrumental accompaniment to a pace stretched to
dreary adagio. The average time a phrase of seven phonetic syllables would take over
a full minute. The audience had already forgotten the opening when the last word had
been nally dropped, not to mention making legible sense. Furthermore, while a full
script may take up to four or ve hours, it was usual for Mei’s troupes to select and
enact only the most well-known one or two scenes for an independent occasion. The
absence of information and broken connections would make it more di cult to
conceive unbiased criticism. On the other end of the map, as to the cognoscenti,
appreciation predominantly went to the appraisal of the impersonator’s skills in
chanting, intonation, acting, and stunts. Beijing Opera was built on the shared
repertoire which had been seldomly viewed as part of an individual’s creative genius.
Therefore, the artists were neither given credit nor burdened with responsibility for the
social message the stories were conveying. As a status quo, performance criticism was
rarely aimed at dramaturgical evaluation which had been classi ed as the liability of
scholars instead of the connoisseur of art. Mei Lan-fang’s contemporarily and
traditionally attired new plays may be taken as exceptions that favored attention from
both categories, yet the previous was speedily forsaken and the latter was lacking in
originality for the direct lineage from famous accounts of preceding historical periods
and other literary genres. As Mei Lan-fang proudly jogged down in his memoir, his
most avant-garde endeavor The Strand of Thread did excite a rmative social actions
that spared an innocent young woman from pre-arranged marriage with a psychopath
(Mei, L, “Autobiography.” 561). Worthy to put in mind that the sequences of
productions of contemporaneous themes all endorsed practices of the burgeoning
spoken drama of Western in uence that embraced realistic costuming, make-up, and
spacial con guration, barren of songs, dances, and acrobatics feats while profoundly
invested in modernized everyday speech (Mei, S and Mei, W, 88-97). Ironically, the
departure from stylization was the major reason Mei Lan-fang ceased this series of
experiments and perched back on the old twig of formerly de ned customs (99-105).
As a result of uncompromising stylistic a liation, the content and context of Mei’s
plays were left largely unscrutinized with the laymens estranged by the pixelated
immersion and the professionals preoccupied with the quality of exterior punctilios.
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Together, the positive reinforcement of beati cation and the negative priming of
conditioned ignorance consolidated the latent assimilation of machismo marketing,
intuiting self-victimization as holiness and wholesomeness.
The stratagem of distraction was so e ective the occidental maestros and
columnists of prestigious journals were all tossing their coins into the hat of mechanical
excellence without the slightest suspicion of the briary ideology. Generous acclaim was
pouring on Mei Lan-fang’s narration of “the Chinese theater” from the abbergasted
reviewers of the United States for “the beauty of Mei’s voice”, “high-class, almost
unparalleled” dancing skills, “ the correspondence between Mei’s facial expression and
eye movements”, “ the portrayal of the character’s innermost feelings”, “remarkable
imaginative power”, “pictorial quality”, “dedicated patterns abstract from reality”,
“timeless”, transcending boundaries between distinctive art forms”, the attainment of
minutiae, distillment and translation of “a range of essential feminine qualities” to stage
( LF, “ About Mei Lan-fang (Part 2)”). Masterminds from the Soviet Union shared
matching responses. Konstantin Stanislavsky “de ned Mei’s art as “free movement
guided by the laws of the art”” ( LF, “ About Mei Lan-fang (Part 2)”). Sergei Eisenstein
lavished on Mei the title as “ the enchanter of the Pear Garden” and “the greatest
master of form”, enthralled the potential learning of oriental enrichment to ful l socialist
purposes ( LF, “ About Mei Lan-fang (Part 2)”). Bertolt Brecht wrote a long and detailed
essay entitled “E ects of Alienation in Chinese Dramatic Art”, the most debated and
discussed provision on the subject amongst experts after his encounter with Mei Lanfang’s presentation, instantly allying Mei’s rendition with the pursuit of dialectic, nonAristotelian theater (LF, “V/A-e ect”.). Vsevolod Meyerhold clapped for Mei Lan-fang’s
pro ciency in portraying “true femininity on stage even better than a female performer
could do” ( LF, “ About Mei Lan-fang (Part 2)”). Though the absence of footnotes on
sexism may be explained away by di ering individual perspectives, whether out of
biases, insensibility, or lack of interest, hardly any commentary on the communiqué
was obtainable. Rudimentary admittance to the plot ought not to be an obstacle as
thorough scene-by-scene explication was made available on the show program,
complemented by the presence of an interpreter. Yet the research spots no discussion
on propositions of polygamy, terrorism, sacrilege, sacri cial suicide, imperialist control,
and dictatorship from the end of the auditorium. The scarcity of words may be
attributed to cultural displacement and short of con dence in having a neutral point of
view. However, these excuses were not strong enough to cancel the most plausible
rationale of the genre’s illusive prowess of numbing spontaneous engagement of the
critical mind. Even the feminist observers were somehow deluded by the stupendous
phenomenon and failed to distinguish the agitating climate. During her exile in
Moscow, the German actress Carola Neher, one of the most important female
performers of the Weimar period known for cross-dressing and upsetting the gender
status quo of the European performance venues and an advocate of women’s rights
wrote in Deutsche Zentral-Zeitung after watching Mei’s performance about high
respect to the Chinese virtuoso ( Risum, “ Press Reviews.” 118, 122). “As a modern
emancipated woman, as an experienced actor, and as a foreigner”, she was rather
impressed and moved by Mei’s “precision of presentation and tight economy of means
aiming at creating a maximally concentrated e ect”, “the simple science” of “the
exquisite tradition” and “the most delicate and graceful embodiment of a woman”, not
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at all distressed by the beati cation of submission but rather insist deferential learning
from the conventions the entrancing master personi ed (Risum, “Press Reviews.”
120-123). Another female artist Marietta Shaginyan was probably the closest to
questioning the repressive nature of Mei Lan-fang’s performance. Marietta Shaginyan
was a novelist, essayist, journalist, a “leading Soviet writer and advocate of socialist
realism in art” and “ proletarian humanity” (Risum, “Press Reviews.” 126). Though her
take on Mei Lan-fang was the most dissentient of all examinations that were being thus
far uncovered, Shagninyan’s primary opposition was to the sti ing “form of portrayal”
of Beijing Opera’s outmoded tradition which she likened as “a ower dried between
two pages [ of a book]” (129, 130). Shagninyan did express the uneasiness of being
face to face with Mei’s “tragic women” and vaguely implied her demurral of female
impersonation (130). Nonetheless, the rejection was principally a stylistic disagreement
ingrained in strong political persuasion against symbolism, its eerie implicitness, and
dehydrated insinuations which Marietta Shagninyan disparaged as the “twodimensional herbarium” void of feminist mindset for she was only able to speak from
the “strongest impression” being quite removed from the historical and cultural
circumstances (129, 130).
The author of the paper recalled a similar epistemological experience. The
attention was consumed by the amboyant aesthetics and opulent exhibition of
techniques. If Mei’s extravaganza is a lavish banquet, the extravagant plates, cups,
cutleries, rich dressing, and exquisite garnish instantly set the guests in an elevated
state of absentmindedness who consumed the dishes without actually tasting the
rottenness hidden under the strong scent of spices. The diluted sensation of
discomfort was readily accepted as the unchallenged convention or easily dismissed
as the status quo of a distant tradition. Only after perusal of a vast amount of textual
materials and sitting through re ections vacant from visual intrusion that the dainty
question mark began to substantiate and turn the fervent admiration into a set of
objective inquiries to assist comprehension of the ideological construct behind Mei
Lan-fang’s production that eventually manifested the tacit championship that continued
to selectively inculcate the Confucian precepts of the “Three Obediences and Four
Virtues” to the modern audiences through the beautiful nymphs and the impressive
devices.

The Renovated Confucian Doctrines
“Three Obediences and Four Virtues 三从四德” has long been sought after by
the Chinese society as “stricture to the entirety of a woman’s existence” in support of
male dominance central to the Confucian teaching (Dass). Confucianism was made
into the state religion during the rst century BCE. The philosophy is built on the
understanding of Yin and Yang, the two complementary opposites crucial to the
harmony of the universe. In Chinese, Yin means the shades, Yang means brilliance.
One is by nature to follow, the other is by nature to lead. The Yin and Yang principle
meditates the role of women and men, positions females in place of compliance, and
endows males with undebatable authority. Parallel to the “Three Cardinal Bonds and
Five Sempiternal Honors 三纲五常” for men’s conduct, “Three Obediences and Four
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Virtues” was distilled as the mode for women’s behaviors45. In the patriarchal stratum,
the prince is the guide to his o cials, the father is the guide to his sons, and the
husband is the guide to his wives. As to the woman, during her teenage years, she is to
heed her father’s demands; when married, she is to obey her husband’s decrees; when
widowed, she is to observe her son’s words. While men are bound by benevolence,
correctness, propriety, wisdom, and trustworthiness, women are to modulate their
demeanors, restrain their speeches, dress pleasingly, and manage the household
adequately.
What’s provoking about Mei Lan-fang’s theatrical exploration is the partial
con rmation of the Confucian scripture that dethrones the equal emphasis of the father
and the son’s jurisdiction and gives all leverage to the husband-“wife” relationship.
First of all, out of the three familial ties, Mei Lan-fang’s repertoire was unevenly
invested in romantic attachment and hymeneal relations. His productions rarely placed
the other two alignments of consanguinity as the focus of the dramatic procession,
whether being the ascendancy of the father over his daughters and the sons over his
mother, espousing the lawful partner as the sole concern of the superlative woman.
Out of the eleven plays discussed, only three productions had included or inferred the
father and daughter connection. Yet out of all instances, the rule of the father was
severely challenged if not completely toppled. In Sword of the Universe, Zhao Yan-rong
has made an ultimate fool out of her father by feigning madness. Not only didn’t she
assist the prime minister with his political goals, but by o ending the crown the daring
maid willfully exposed the father to the emperor’s outrage and a series of awful
disciplines. In A Strand of Thread, Miss Lin openly rejected her father’s command to
wed an unhinged youth and berated him as a feelingless man of sickly intentions. The
girl only consented to be taken to the ceremony because of the wishes of her
deceased mother. In A Nun’s Nostalgia, Zhao Se-kong disregarded the hope of her
parents, ed the nunnery, and abandoned her religious association without any
consideration of the negative impact on the reputation of her guardians. Similarly, the
son and mother association was scantily present in Mei Lan-fang productions, and
even when being touched upon, the mother’s a ection was always subjugated by her
devotion to the husband. In Mu Gui-yin Takes Command, the heroine objected to her
son’s beseech to ght for the country and tied him up out of hostility towards the reign
for previous wrongs done to her husband and his comrades. In In The Meandering
River, the mother instantly forgave her husband for taking the life of their adult son.
Furthermore, Mei Lan-fang’s productions respected the expectations of “The
Four Virtues” in their entirety, yet exceptions were given when stringent obedience may
put the husband’s welfare at stake. The female characters Mei Lan-fang portrayed
“The Three Obediences” were originally noted in The Book of Etiquette and Ceremony 《仪
礼》and were used in the discussion of the funeral standards that a young girl shall wear the
mourning clothes be tting to his father’s status, a wife in keeping with her husband’s position
and a widow appropriate to her son’s station. Gradually, the concept had been extended to the
observance of wills of the respective male identities. “The Four Virtues” were rst recorded in
Rites of Zhou 《周礼》and used to educate women on matrimonial duties to court ladies and
later popularized as the generic criterion to evaluate a woman’s respectability “The Three
Obediences and Four Virtues.” )
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functioned within the Confucian speci cation of women’s bearing 妇德, women’s
speech 妇⾔, women’s appearance 妇容, and women’s skills 妇功. The core of
women’s bearing is chastity and submission. In Sword of the Universe and Killing the
Tiger General, to subdue the antagonists and redeem the right of their husbands, the
heroines forsake a wife’s modesty and ventured into seduction. Yet both Zhao Yanrong and Fei Zhen-e rmly maintained utmost physical delity, one through the
performance of insanity and the other at the cost of her life. In Farewell, My Concubine,
The River Goddess, and Fan Fairs, the females dismissed their masters’ authority and
took measures they believed to be of further assistance to his happiness. Lady Yu
killed herself not to burden Lord Xiang in retreat. The river goddess refused Cao Zijian’s insinuation for intimacy to help him let go of her memory and Qing-wen objected
to Jia Bao-yu’s amorous advances in consideration for the boy’s reputation. Women’s
speech instructs the maidens to be spare in words and appropriate in addressing. Mei
Lan-fang’s women characters converse in manners suitable for their position and
situation, none of their lines betrayed vulgarity or indelicacy. As with the Drunken
Beauty, great care was taken to liberate the ladies’ speech from blatant obscenity in
content as well as the choice of words. Nevertheless, the rule was instantaneously
ditched if audacious expressions would better serve the prosperity of the male spouse
such as Hong-niang lecturing Ms. Cui into consent to Zhang Jun-rui and Ying-ying’s
marriage and Zhao Se-kong reasoned herself into forsaking religion to ful ll her lover’s
implicit favor. Also, when the male partner initiated a tantalizing tone, the women were
given the allowance to be responsive but with reservation. Though assessing
outwardly, there seemed to be more freedom in expression. However, whatever way
she chose to communicate, the message and intention were restricted to the catering
of her man. Women’s appearance demands grace and neatness. Not only was Mei
Lan-fang renowned for his glamorous stage presence, but even being cornered by the
most unbecoming circumstances, Mei Lan-fang’s heroines never appeared unkempt
and shabby, be it inebriated, indisposed, hysterical, down-casted or “delirious”. On the
one hand, the artist made it the females’ primary responsibility to please their partners.
On the other hand, the feminine charm is underscored as the patriarch’s personal
property that the lady is encouraged to exploit to the bene t of “the owner” yet has no
right to de le or lend to the enjoyment of another. The highlight of restrained access to
women’s sensuality culminates in Mei Lan-fang’s abstinent costume choice for the
heavenly maiden which even deposes the rationale of the story. Women’s skill refers to
the mastery of housekeeping. Though not explicitly portrayed, Mei’s productions did
from moment to moment gave counsel to how an ideal woman would be attentive to
her spouse such as pouring a cup of wine, attending to his chamber, and being mindful
of domestic needs. In Fleeting to the Moon, Chang-e demonstrated impressive skills in
brewing wine and taking care of her intoxicated husband. In Fan Fairs, Qing-wen
prepared Jia Bao-yu’s bed with substantial care and a ection while still in her moment
of resentment.
What’s the most compelling semblance of Mei Lan-fang’s acting and directorial
approach to Confucian morals is the consecration of restraint, sacri ce, and
persecution on unequal terms to legitimize the social and gender hierarchy. Rather
than religion in its conventional sense, Confucianism is a philosophy and belief system
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that has existed for over two thousand and ve hundred years. During the reign of
Emperor Wu of Han, the hundreds of schools of thought were demolished and
Confucianism became the o cial and dominant ideology of China. It laid the
foundation of Chinese culture. The ideas of “a liative loyalty 忠” and “ lial piety 孝” are
key to Confucian teaching. Confucius and Mencius, though acknowledging the inborn
di erence in people’s status, the two seminal gures of the school of ideas were in fact
against blind compliance. Confucius believed in complete devotion from the lower to
the upper end. Yet when con icts arise, ones that were lesser in position shall muster
strategic disobedience when discerning adherence leading to adverse outcomes to the
nobler of state. Mencius’s take was more egalitarian that he paralleled power to duty
paralleled to duty, viewed the ruler as the supporter of civilians, and promoted a
reciprocating relationship (Wu). The dictating monarchs revamped “A liative loyalty ”
and “ lial piety ” and commanded the ultimate submission of subjects to the reign and
sons to their fathers to further exploit the concept of family which the Confucian sages
molded as the foundational unit of the sociopolitical construct, disguising bureaucratic
propaganda in the Confucian quotidian rituals and the call of moral perfection (Wu).
The set of tenets along with the prescribed praxis used in combination with ethical
blackmailing has been utterly e ective in consolidating the autocratic state of imperial
China as it euphemized defeat, fear, in exibility, reluctance to thought, and dogged
abidance as benevolence, correctness, propriety, wisdom, and trustworthiness,
producing, conditioning and redeeming the willing slaves as moral saints. The
canonization weakens the impulse of questioning and feeds honeyed poisons to the
rebellious spirits. As a most visited scheme, the refurbished Confucianism rmly holds
up to the justi cation of innate hierarchy, delineates and stagnates strati cation, and
ordains acceptance of inequality as the way to a stable, uni ed, and enduring order
and its authority is still strongly felt in mainland China today (Berling). Similarly, through
the deliberate accentuation of bodily appeal and moral integrity, Mei Lan-fang’s
productions repackage the females’ paramount commitment and voluntary su ering on
account of the male’s prosperousness as ethical wholesomeness and visualized
beauty. In Farewell, My Concubine, Killing the Tiger General, and A Strand of Thread,
suicide in honor of the groom is depicted as a heroic or a redemptive nale. In The
Drunken Beauty, A Nun’s Nostalgia, and Fleeting to the Moon, pining over the
underserving male spouse is presented as tantalizing intrigue. In The River Goddess,
The Auspicious Hour, The Triumphant Matchmaker, Fan Fairs and Heavenly Maiden
Scatters Flowers, forsaking one’s desire and self-interest in service to the purpose of
their men are depicted as praiseworthy acts of virtue. Mei Lan-fang abstracted the
women’s sorrow, rage, hurtfulness, desolation, desperation, and dreariness into elegant
articulation, graceful gesticulation, and exquisite choreography. He relinquished the
vociferation of internal struggle and harmonized the jarring moments of contestation
into awe-inspiring spectacles and light-spirited comedy that further detach critical
re ection, win favorable reception, and make his ideal of feminity appealing to
imitation. Moreover, the process of beati cation harkens back to the Confucian
ideology of hierarchy and selectively reemphasizes the “Three Obediences and Four
Virtues” that’s been in circulation in Chinese society since antiquity. First of all, this
familiarity and borrowed authority further strengthen popular acceptance. Secondly,
Mei Lan-fang’s thematic renovation of the “Three Obediences and Four Virtues” signals
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the shift of power from the imperial dictator to the civic men. The father gure and the
divine son were used interchangeably with the dynastic crowns. Sovereigns were
symbolized as the parent of the state and the “son of heaven”. The new spotlight on
the husband’s supremacy, the retirement of the father’s authority, and ignorance of the
son’s precedence well resonates with the emerging bourgeoisie of the early twentieth
century. At the same time, the illusion of the de ant woman, insubordination to the
traditional dictum along with Mei Lan-fang’s early experiments on new forms appease
criticism from cultural reformists and tricks some of the modernist activists into Mei’s
alliances (LF, “About Mei Lanfang (Part 1)” ). During the rst two decades of the
twentieth century, fascinated by the enlightenment ideas and modernist trends uxing
in from the Western world, culminating in the New Culture and May Fourth Movement,
the leading intellectuals of the day such as Qian Xuan-tong 钱⽞同, Zhou Zuo-ren 周作
⼈, Chen Du-xiu 陈独秀, Lu Xu 鲁迅 de ned the traditional Chinese performances as
“ “barbaric”, “absurd”, “unintelligible”, and even “disgusting” ” and “pleaded for a
radical reform” to a naturalistic stage that bespoke the new epoch and could be
“understood and appreciated by ordinary people”. Pressured by the communal appeal,
for a period of ve years, Mei Lan-fang embarked on new plays that blended the old
and new types of dramaturgy to nd a middle way for Beijing Opera’s preservation.
Being disturbed by the incompatibility of genres, discouraged by performing to
common subject matters, and potentially dissatis ed with the activist zest, Mei soon
returned to the conventional style after having his position securely established.
Instead of carrying on the torch of innovation, Mei Lan-fang ditched the trails and rmly
planted himself as the heir of the old institution and logic (LF, “About Mei Lanfang (Part
1)”). Every style is endowed with its ideology. Democracy favors equal and truthful
representation while imperialized Confucianism empowers delusive merits of
subjugation. Mei Lan-fang’s obliged participation in the modernist campaign and
instant homecoming may also be taken as a shred of side evidence of his real
a liation. In addition to Mei Lan-fang’s domestic operations, the exclusion of all
contemporarily attired new plays during his global expedition is also quite telling of the
artist’s antiquarian speci city. At the same time, the carefully assembled repertoire and
show programs of Mei Lan-fang’s America and the Soviet tour and the feminized
plenipotentiary of China’s national identity possibly to an extent ful lled the westerners’
orientalist fantasies and political goals manifested through the troupe’s impassioned
receipt.

The Orientalist Appeal
Orientalism is a theoretical framework describing the intellectual tradition of the
imperial West in its invention and transmission of the orient such as “making
statements about it, authorizing views of it, describing it”, teaching, settling, and ruling
over it. It is understood as “a Western style for dominating, reconstructing and having
authority” over the Eastern world (Nellhaus 327). One of the two basic views that
orientalist representation usually takes is insisting on the distinguished Other “as weak,
childlike, uneducated, naive and sexually available” as juxtaposed to “the Self” as
“male, mature or masculinized” that justi ed invasion and interference as positive
intervention (Nellhaus 328). The performances included during Mei Lan-fang’s tour of
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the United States and the Soviet Union might be indicating the possibility of volitional
conformity to the occidental image of where China and the Chinese culture stand.
Mei Lan-fang’s trip to America was arranged by China Institute, a nonpro t
educational and cultural institution based in New York City with the mission to teach
American audiences about the history and aesthetics of China through immersive
programs. The organization was founded in 1926 and spent the following four years
preparing and raising funds for Mei Lan-fang’s journey to the United States as the
ambassador of exchange, the envoy of Beijing opera, and the representative of
vernacular Chinese theater (Zhou). Being aware of the dissimilarity of thoughts,
conventions, and proclivity of the domestic and international audiences, the campaign
was carefully planned. The troupe was made out of twenty-four professionals including
the orchestra with props and costumes lling up forty- ve cases that could su ciently
for two hundred scripts (Zhou). Before Mei Lan-fang’s opening on Broadway, the team
had given a private performance to the pillars of American political life in Washington.
Despite the president who was traveling, most members of the administration,
diplomats, and elites had attended the event and the welcoming dinner was bustling
with over ve hundred participants( Zhou). Yet the response was that "the audience
was somewhat in the dark as to what it was all about” (Carter 827). Mei’s consultants
who received post-graduate degrees in the United States made a shrewd assessment
and recommended underscoring traditional elements to consummate the expectations
of the auditorium, particularly well-known stories that speak the customs and celebrate
the convention. The plays presented were chosen from the classic repertoire that
balanced choreography and combats over singing and dialogues. Despite their
impassioned reception back home and proximity to the realistic theater and
enlightenment ideology, none of Mei Lan-fang’s contemporarily attired new plays had
been incorporated. The modern Chinese women conceived under the western
in uence that was easier to grasp yielded the stage for the iterations of historical ladies
that bespoke the submissive feminity. By forsaking these plays, Mei Lan-fang had
forsaken a distinctive category of his work that had laid the ground that could have
instigated Beijing opera’s new epoch and henceforth o ered a bowdlerized panorama
of Beijing Opera that surrendered to a biased perspective of “the Chinese theater”. The
choice suggested the thoughtfulness of the Chinese practitioners and their grasp of the
occidental psychology that would prefer the meek feminine identity of imperial China
over the more strengthful and outspoken ladies of the republic era. The scenography
completely articulated the Chinese style in six layers. From the lower to the upper
stage were the painted backdrop, red velvety cruisers, exterior portiere, eaves
extending from the ceiling, four pairs of palace lanterns, and screens of the old style
(Zhou). Though the use of contemporary design and technology was becoming the
new trend and readily availably, Mei’s productions were all dressed in the esthetics of
the nostalgic past, a rming the antiquarian exoticism commonly associated with the
orientalist reimagination of China. More so to respect the Western habit, every
performance was accurately timed to make sure the full run t the length of the
average U.S performance of two hours to appeal to the timeliness of the Americans
(Zhou). Unsurprisingly, the series of revisions were proven extremely successful. Unlike
the comparably conserved acknowledgment of the previous day, on the opening night,
Mei Lan-fang had fteen curtain calls in response to the sweeping enthusiasm (Zhou).
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Mei Lan-fang became the topic of the day. Over thousands of audiences wait outside
of the house to purchase a ticket and in less than three days all seats for the following
two weeks were sold out (Zhou) In the black market, the admission price tripled (Zhou).
After New York, the troupe had made stops in Chicago, San Francesco, Los Angeles,
San Diego, and Honolulu. Where he went, the artist and his team were greeted with the
warmest welcome ceremony out of the collaborative e ort of the institutional and civic
sectors of the society. The majors of San Francesco and Los Angeles ordered police
cars to ride along with Mei’s vehicle (Zhou). A ower and a garden were named after
Mei Lan-fang (Zhou) Speeches and songs were written to hail his arrival (Zhou). Shops
displayed the properties of the Beijing Opera stage along the street (Zhou). Not to
mention the frenzied regard amongst critics and professionals. The question is was the
unprecedented phenomenon purely due to Mei Lan-fang’s prowess, the fascination
with Beijing opera, or to a degree also the orientalist repercussion—chivalry aroused by
the helpless alien women under distress and machismo pride feeding over the
feminized depiction of China authenticated by the stage convention of cross-dressing
and beauti cation? Though it is not an overstatement to rate Mei Lan-fang’s skills as
top-notch and to enter Beijing Opera as a captivating genre, Mei Lan-fang’s
performance had never been elevated to this height in China as in the United States.
Nor were the actors sharing the stage as the male lead and other character types
incurred matching acknowledgment. Jane Risum further addressed “the paradox of the
American cultural elite opening up to a foreign theatre tradition in the shape of a troupe
arriving from its distant homeland, rather than watching its Chinese-American
performers do the same a few blocks away as part of the American multicultural
environment” which betrayed a longing for authenticity, whether to confront or validate
the orientalist investigation (Risum, “ Foreign-Policy” 94). It would be interesting to ask
if Mei’s rendering of China severely departed from the preconception of China, would
the thespian summon as ardent a reciprocation, and inquire if such correlation truly
existed. Many factors might contribute to plausible explanations and further evidence
shall need to be evaluated before exempting or con rming Mei Lan-fang’s foreign
reception from potentially bene ting from the orientalist exploitation. As of now, the
argument that Mei Lan-fang’s performance propagated the occidental privilege over its
cultural import remains but a strong proposition that shall be regarded as a caution to
future practitioners.
Orientalism was also re ected through Mei Lan-fang’s 1935 tour to the Soviet
Union, yet from a di erent angle. The campaign was organized by VOKS which
translated to English as the All-Union Society for Cultural Relations with Foreign
Countries, the “central executing organ” of Soviet cultural diplomacy (Risum, “ForeignPolicy.” 90). “It had been staged by the host, the Soviet Union, as a pragmatic
diplomatic gesture to the Republic of China to help break a deadlock in foreign
relations between the two young states, and in so doing help facilitate their formation
of a defensive military alliance in response to the rapidly increasing Japanese
aggression against them both” (91). Mei Lan-fang was chosen largely due to the huge
commercial success of his 1930 American Tour that had established the female
impersonater as the country's “semi-o cial cultural ambassador” and an international
reputation (93). To strike the “rapidly escalating political war-building” and assist
cooperation, meticulous consideration had been paid to the organization of the event.
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The repository was composed of memory wars as evinced through the program.
Amongst the list were military plays such as Fighting Against the Jurchens, Mulan Joins
the Army, and Rainbow Pass, as well as plays that could be read as challenges to
feudal despotism such as Sword of Universe, The Fisherman’s Revenge, Killing the
Tiger General (Shen). These performances “primarily catered to Soviet taste by
contrasting portrayals of cowed women with portrayals of female civilians revolting
against oppressors or of female warriors engaged in battle” (Risum, “Foreign-Policy.”
95) When reading in the context of the bilateral commission, Mei Lan-fang’s sharing of
“the traditional Western view of the East” and his portrayal of the women combatants
led by and ghting alongside the male counterpart somehow insinuated the alliances
between China and the Soviet Union (98). “The more or less consciously intended
propaganda e ect was to serve up on its boards a weak and feminine feudal China to a
superior and imperialistic Soviet macho culture”, and preestablished a favorable power
dynamic in the perspective of the host country (98). No wonder why Joseph Stalin was
benevolent to the invitation of Mei Lan-fang as the heir of the symbolic stage and
feudal traditions having “decreed socialist realism to be the new aesthetic doctrine for
Soviet artists to follow” (91). The political di erentiation was further demonstrated
through reports from journalists corresponding with the press in the U.S and Chinese.
Ralph W. Barnes of the New York Herald Tribune wrote “Moscow, which is one of the
most theater-conscious cities in the world, is paying more attention to this theatrical
ambassador from the Far East than it would to a visiting Foreign Minister” and a
Shanghai newspaper commented, “the welcome and the reception was given to Mei
Lan-fang far exceeded the limits of that accorded to artists” and “bore the stamp of
governmental approval quite apart from the spontaneous popular welcome handed out
to Mei Lan-fang by the Soviet public” (96). These observations did point out that Mei
Lan-fang’s staggering achievement was intertwined with the Soviet government’s
employment of orientalism as the soft takeover.
Not only did Mei Lan-fang’s performance, in particular, the stereotype of an
obedient Chinese wife lent well to the orientalist imposition, but his representation in
essence was internalized orientalism against the other gender. According to Edward
Said, the author of the landmark study on how the East is perceived by the Western
world that orientalism was more an ideological descriptor that compares the untruthful
interpretation of a domineering entity over a second entity deemed subordinate to its
status. For instance, “non-Western cultures can also harbor Orientalist views about the
West, about neighboring countries, or about minority populations within their own
lands” (Nellhaus 328). He also stressed rather than a “modern phenomenon”,
orientalism had been present since antiquity and its presence was evinced through
“educational, historical, political or artistic works” (Nellhaus 328). Thirdly, the exteriority
of the representation is governed by versions of the truism that doubted the su ciency
and correctness of self-delineation and certi es the Western stance as the faute de
mieux for the poor Orient (Nellhaus 328). Mei Lan-fang’s practice checks the
aforementioned points of reference. Mei Lan-fang created and embodied the ladies of
the stage through a male vantage point heavenly invested in the historical ascendancy
of patriarchs. Mei Lan-fang and the successors of the School of Mei scrutinized
women’s physical, emotional, and spiritual inadequacy in interpreting the delicacy of
their sex and prioritized admission of male apprentices as more suitable candidates for
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excellence (Lin). Thirdly, his female roles were symbolic ideals far above rough imitation
of everyday women, and this was a point Mei Lan-fang had been insisting on over and
over. Orientalism is innately an attestation that dictates and further reinforces an
uneven power distribution through rationalizing subjugation and moralizing supremacy
through the lens of masculinist gender analogy. Mei Lan-fang’s plays are fundamentally
the readdressing of gender and gender relationships that bids the orientalist logic. In
Mei Lan-fang’s production, male roles and female roles were governed by di erent
rules of conduct. Through his alienating personi cation of the ladies, the male
character is inferred as the self and the female character is unmistakably denoted as
the other. The physical beati cation and moral conservation of traits are the fanciful
imagination of the self that feeds on the chimerical iteration of the other which is an
inexact distortion of the original. Through the double reality from the on and o stage,
the sequence of steps nally blends into the social construct, strengthening the norm
and completing the positive feedback loop.
What is fairly diverting is Mei Lan-fang’s repetitive assertion of his masculinity
while touring aboard to an almost comic extent. “Probably due to bad experiences
during guest performances in the West or performing to Western spectators in China,
the great Chinese actor found it necessary to have his interpreter make repeated
assurances that although he played female characters on the stage, he was not a drag
actor. The press was informed that Dr. Mei Lanfang was a masculine man through and
through, a good family father, and even a banker” (Risum, “Female Reviews”, 122). The
instances were quite indicative of the proprietor of external and internal orientalism,
namely the Western consensus and Dr. Mei Lan-fang’s macho dignity vying for power
over one another, neither concur to be subdued.

The Final Thought
As shown in his adaptation of The Drunken Beauty, to consecrate the prized
consort Yang, Mei Lan-fang conducted sizable changes that attended to meticulous
details from all aspects of stage conventions, leaving no cul-de-sac uninspected. On
the surface, the diligence seemed to be sprouting out of respect for the fair sex.
Whatsoever, the hidden motive was at heart against treating women as equals. Mei
Lan-fang sympathized with the su ering of the female characters, yet instead of
empathy, the condolence veered away from righteous anger to a gratifying
assuagement. Setting aside the disreputable history of female impersonators, to Mei
Lan-fang, various types and shapes of authentic womanhood was play object that
could be mutilated to suit the proprietor’s will. His performances impart the message
that the other sex is one’s private property that could be turned into a pro table
commodity used to ful ll the corporeal and quixotic needs of its masters. Being a
“family father” and a “manly man”, Mei Lan-fang’s career was built on the exploitation
of femininity. He is neither willing nor able to assume a truly feminist stance to riot
against the persecuting theatrical and social tradition imbued in over two thousand
years of Confucian tutelage and chauvinist immersion. Being commercially driven, his
insistence on classic repertoire and abandoning his earlier experiments with modernist
plays that assumed the potential to revolt could be understood as but the reluctance to
assume artistic and economic risks associated with a new vision. Mei Lan-fang, with
his talents and caliber, was the man capable of bringing Beijing Opera to fundamental
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transformation. Yet, after all, he chose to focus his attention on tackling the dress
rather than the substance. He turned his back on the activist initiative, and instead of
reimagining a new man, the performance artist dived into the details of re nement
which further undermined ideological awakening that challenged masculinists
regardless of biological gender. More so is the adverse potential of the masculinist
fantasy, the anti-feminist brainwashing, the renovated Confucian doctrines, and the
“orientalist” appeal. If left unattended, through the continuing revival and exchange,
damage to regenerative civilization and global relationships is certain.
Though it is important to bring to awareness and address the limitation of
historical productions to the contemporary auditorium, it is unjust to singularly judge an
actor out of context and to deprive Mei of due respect for his adaptive skills and
performance expertise. To be impartial, the faults and merits of Mei Lan-fang’s
productions shall be registered and accessed independently. The acclaim and
sensation Mei Lan-fang’s work had created amongst audiences of the east and the
west, his work ethics, his meticulous strategies, his holistic catering, his contribution to
the preservation and renovation of the classic repertoire, and his guidance to emerging
practitioners will always be remembered, appreciated, and esteemed. The auditorium
shall always be indebted to the beautiful phantoms and delightful illusions that Mei
Lan-fang’s dedication and mastery have incurred and enabled.
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